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By JOHN GREEN 
The year-long battle over a 
one-way-street “couplet” for 
Sidney came to an abrupt end on 
Monday night as the town 
council voted 5-2 to call off a 
referendum scheduled for next 
November’s elections and press 
ahead with seeking provincial 
financial assistance for the 
project.
But while voting to go ahead 
with the project council stopped 
short of committing any money 
for it this year, leaving that to be 
decided when the 1983 budget is 
discussed.
•Monday’s vote followed an “in 
camera” meeting of the council 
in committee on Friday af­
ternoon, in which a deadlock that 
had continued since the 1981 
dection was broken.
The previous council had 
solidly favored making one-way 
■ streets of Bevan and Beacon, and 
expropriating land from the 
SANSCHA hall grounds for a 
road to link them just east of the 
highway.
the election one of the plan’s 
supporters, Ross Martin, was 
defeated, while Stan Bamford, 
Jim Lang, Norman McCandlish 
and Loyd Burdon all were elected 
after opposing it during the 
campaign.
Motions to reverse the ex­
propriation of; the SANSCHA 
land were consistently defeated, 
but last spring council voted 4-3 
to put the couplet proposal 
before the voters in a referen­
dum.
This week only Burdon and 
Lang continued to oppose the 
project.
On attending Friday’.s com­
mittee meding, council members 
found awaiting them a memo 
from Bamford saying that he 
favored advancing the date of the 
referendum because council 
needed to settle the matter of 
payment for the expropriated 
land and because $90,000 in 
provincial assistarice for land 
assembly had to be claimed by
March.
However, he had been told by 
administrator Geoff Logan that a 
referendum could only be held in 
connection with an election, so it 
would be up to the council to 
make a decision.
Burdon argued on Monday 
that the Friday meeting was 
illegal because under the 
procedure by-law the committee 
could only deal with matters 
referred to it from a council
meeting.
Mayor Norma Sealey con­
sistently ruled his attempts to 
challenge the meeting out of 
order, and was consistently 
upheld by the majority when he 
challenged her rulings.
She said it was an established 
custom for council to meet in 
committee to discuss things 
informally, “not necessarily 
referred.”
There was also disagreement 
over whether the meeting should 
have been, or was, held in 
camera. Lang and Burdon had 
freely discussed what took place 
at it, and on Monday the council 
chamber overflowed with 
^"^spectators^;.:'''^'"^''.':''''";
They had no opportunity to 
speak to the council before the 
matter was decided, and later, in 
the question period, only two 
spoke.,
Ghuck Harvey told council ;; 
members he had intended to 
congratulate them on their wiser 
decision tp hear the voice of the 
people through a referendum, 
but instead he was “sick at the 
stomach at what took place 
tonight.”
“You will hear from the people 
of Sidney loud and clear that we 
cannot afford what you are 
doing,” he said. “Do you take 
the people of Sidney for fools?”
Bob Ward asked “at whose 
insistance this matter suddenly 
surfaced; again?’’ and was told 
that Bamford was responsible.
Burdon told the meeting that 
the project would cost the tax- 
Continued on Page A3
r By CRANIA LITWIN
Central Saanich Alderman Eric 
Lewis championed the cause of 
the small businessman during 
Monday night’s committee 
meeting and added teeth to his 
biting argument through sup­
plying personal details.
The owner of The Waddling 
Dog Inn, who is chairman of the 
municipal finance committee, 
told committee members that a 
variable mill rate is the only 
answer to relieve the business 
community from impossibly high 
taxes.
In presenting his argument 
Lewis cited his own business as a 
typical example of one which is 
suffering from the “inequitable” 
burden.
“There are plenty of people on 
council here who are representing 
the farming community and I 
want to represent the small 
businessman,” he said flatly. ^
, Lewis told committee hel paid 
$42,000 in taxes last year and 
stands to pay somewhere between 
$50,000 and $55,000 this year. 
This increase and others like it in^ 
the business community are 
forcing people to close their 
doors forever, he stated.
“I’d do better if I turned my 
hotel:into aihen houscTorilaying ; 
eggs. That way I’d only pay $68
;f m taxes;’
GCouncil will#:ldbk at the
bbr§ml^83}
Mrs^ R^M: €arrpU, 205 M
, along with 11 others, as first pigs to be 
on F^ew Year's Day at home of Mr. and
Murray Sharratt Photo




Saanich School District 
trustees decided .on Tuesday 
evening, after consultation with 
the Saanich Teachers 
Association, to add four days to 
the Easter Break and lengthen by 
dhe day a weekend in February.
Mondavi February 2i; will be 
added to that weekend and the 
days from IV^arch 28 to 31; in­
clusive, will be added to the 
Easter holiday.
The board took the action to ; 
confonn withthc requirements of 
the provincial educaitoh 
■■''ministry.';
By law, iithe board was also 
required to add the equivalent of 
tvyo days teaching time between
January and June, 1983. This 
amounted to approximately five 
minutes a day.
Dialogue between trustees 
stressed the idiocy of adding five 
minutes to each day's study pro­
gram which was described by 
Trustee Gerry Kristianson as a 
, “goycrnmcntnl con game.” 
r In response to suggestions that 
the five-nvinutc periods be 
lumped together as Trustee Joe 
LpiT said';; "in mcaninBftil 
Aegmcnls,” Kristianson said that 
the;;. whblC 'Cxcrcisq; was “non­
sense”.
Final decision was to leave the 
mattcG to be dealt with by the 
administrations of individual 
.'-schools,.';' ,
Dormant for close To two 
years,; the issue of French im­
mersion in Saanich Sehool 
District came to life at the 
Monday night meeting of the 
school board.
Trustee Lois Walsh, chairman 
of the finance conimitlce, 
championed a change in the 
school bus transportation 
regulations \vhich, seemingly, 
would deny bus service to a 
ill I ni her n f k i nd er ga r I cn si u d cn I s 
in the immersion program.
would make parents' responsible ; 
; for transportaiioh; if thei 
yoiingsicrs: lived more than two 
i miles front tlie scltqol.'it 
affectmany youngsters in Frcncit' 
; immcrsioit programs f bccausoi 
; ; such courses are available in;bhly 
two areas in the school district, 
north and centre.
; Another provision that:; she 
opposed allowed parents to make 
;application for a iranspprtatipn 
allowance to attend a kin­
dergarten other than the one in
theirdwii eatchment area.
She had never been iit favor of 
a special allowance being paid 
parents of children in French 
immersion, Walsh said; and the 
fact that .she had not realized 
sooner that this was being done 
indicated that she was a slow 
■ learner.;':''
“Unfortunate”, said Trustee 
Gerry Kristianson, that Mrs. 
Walsh had not realized sooner 
that transportation or a iran- 
sportalibn allowance was made 
available to all kindergarten
It was wrong, very wrong, to 
change the regulations in the 
middle of the school year.
This action, said Trustee 
Rubymay ; Parrott; was aimed 
directly at parents of children in 
French immersion programs. It 
was discriminatory and unfair.
non-discriminatory basis.
As a trustee from the southern 
;seetioh; of The district,; he locik 
Exception to the change;; irii 
regulations, It was fine ’ for 
wealthy parents in the Deep Gove
area to transport their children to
kiiKlergartch but it watK no 
;casy in the south wheri distances 
to French immersion classes vycre 
hiuch lodger, he said,
T he board had labored long 
and hard to '' eliminate 
di.scrimination in the district and
Chairman John Betts allied 
himself with the Kristianson- 
Parroi pro-French immersion 
faction but, they were outvoted 
by trustees Joe Lott, Esther 
Galbraith, Klarilyn Loveless and 
Walsh.
Another T regulation,^^ w 
would cut: Out transportation 
assistance for parents who took 
their children to French im-
By; the terms of the recent 
arbitration, Saanich District 
teachers won, a three per cent 
salary increase. Should the 
district begin paying this in 
January or should it wait until 
the avyard has been considered 
and approved or reduced by the 
pro V in c i a 1 cOm p en s a t i oh 
stabilization commissioner Ed 
Peck?;:
This question was considered 
on Monday night by the board of 
trustees, in the light of the recent 
statement by Education Minister 
Bill Vander Zalm that he hoped 
the commissioner would return 
all arbitration increases to zero.
If the school district did pay 
and the increase was Tolled back 
would the board have the right or 
the ability to recqyer the amount ,f
. district, was tabled after some 
; acfimbhious cxcliahBes; ;
It was pointed out that such a 
:i reg u I a t io n, as ; wcl 1 asV i ts 
ri predecessor, might be interpreted 
to eliminate all transportaiton 
assistance for children ; with 
spciCiai; needs, including han­
dicapped students,
the opinion of the lawyer foT the 
Saanich; Teachers Association, 
said Trustee Gerry Kristiansonf 
the board would not have such a; 
right — but that, of course, was 
only an opinion.
Decision of the board was to 
f'; get,'' thC;;;bci{t';';adyicc: it: could ,;',T f; 
that advice was not firmly against 
paymeht, the school'
increase In tcachcifs' January- 
.salarYcheques,'';
• Tighter marina regulations sought
ByPEGGIKROWAND
: North feaniclt council has 
finished squabbling over the Bob 
Wright marina expansion. The 
thrcc-thrce aldcrmanic split with 
mayor Jay Rangel balanced 
prccaridusly ;; in between has 
finally resolved itscHr 
Rangel said Saturday he'd had 
“much reasonable discussion 
with cmmcil members over the 
last Ibw days" and all were 
agreed talks would be profitable 
with North Saanich Marina,
With the way now;,clear for 
Wright's expansiort, news is oiit
it ; Uic built uviot: It W ill «
Tsehum Harbour must be 
preserved ;; and ; ; further ; 
development prevented, Rangel
■'said.''''''-'';-;;' ;
All or some m*^iiihcrs of 
council will meet; yvlth ; the. - 
dcyelopcr ;nnd diseuRslom 
incluuc couned’s decision liitu 
there be no further development 
'.inTsehum Harbor.''''''';':;;.'"^''';';'; '.''"I''''';
“We’ll tie up arid designate the 
..'rest ofif,'''*: Rangel declared,; 
;';;';.;;Hc;walls;'',and;''says;.;hc'll";takc.;.;; 
credit for the fact that he “got 
Nymph Point; otu oT lJob Wright; 
and that's preserved.”
amendment to the cornmunity 
plan which is specific with 
regards to Tsehum Harbor, He’s 
looking for co-operation with 
Wright; and ;possibly some 
concessions.
Rangel says council is working 
toword.s a rea.soriable conclusion 
and intends to f'clean up our act 
with tighter marina regulaiionG” 
Ofie of coUneil's Worries has 
that with the "barn door
open’' other marinas nray want
to expa nd . The mayor says he 
feels no obligation to give any 
btlicr marina concessions.
i i.4 s>,i I i w 4 S* VI 4
; expansion.,V,T'
Rangel say.s council can con­
sider; ariy application but “If 
anyone thinks they can get it on 
the grounds Bob; Wright got 
':'concessions.'“-'no way,”;
.;Rangelsays';; the.,,Wright '
, pansion was diftcrem;"because 
; he's; cxpaticling on his own 
property” and that would not be 
'''y'so with others;;
Although the mayor has 
jU'e'v'iously;;;.;;'4uggcstcd ' the 
possibility of a referendunr or 
public tneeting on Tthe Wilght 
,;; cxpansion;;,eoptfpversy dte; now.
A suggestion to colleagues had 
not been taken up, he add.s,
';h'
: Altliough Rangel says he 
doesiiT think the six; uldemicn 
have changed / their initial 
(wsition on tire Wright expansiort 
'.,..';“somctimen.;o'nc,'can"iet';.trapped;;",' 
into these i>o.sitionfi,” he says.
In December legal fees In 
connection with'the Bob Wright 
'.-dispute'; cost"'''";:.Nbrth' ^"''''Saanich
., $4',ooo:;.,'';''Rangci;:.;.iays;.;;.ii’s;;;;
“reprehensible to use public 
money fbf martyr foies when, In 
the final analysis, it’s not going
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North Saanich council took a 
firm stand on governing their 
own foreshore when they ap­
proved a request by twelve Deep 
Gove residents to locate mooring 
buoys, for seasonal and
recreational use, in front of their 
properties.
The request was considered for 
the second time, after an earlier 
proposal by the group made in 
August, 1982, was tabled for
further study.
Alderman Alan Cornford told 
the other members of council 
attending a planning and zoning 
committee on Monday evening 
that a study to develop a policy 
regarding boat houses and 
mooring buoys, along the 
shoreline, was still underway.
A spokesman for the three 
Deep Cove residents attending 
the meeting assured members of 
council that they had contacted 
the Lands Department in 
Nanaimo and the federal 
Department of Transport and no 
objections had been raised.
Rick Meeres, 27, no fixed 
address, was arrested by Central 
Saanich Police Sunday when they 
found $13,000 worth of stolen 
computer equipment in his van.
Saanich police noticed the 
equipment in the back of Meeres’ 
vehicle when they were checking 
it in regards to a reported hit and 
run accident. They notified
Central Saanich police who made 
the arrest a short time later.
Two computer terminals, 
memory discs and a printout 
machine were stolen from a 
doctor’s office in Saanichton 
Plaza during a break-in Nov. 27.
A local male juvenile was 
arrested Thursday in connection 
with a break-in and theft at 
Smith’s Super Market, 7855 East 
Saanich Rd. sometime between 
Christmas and New Year’s Day.
A large portion of the $200 
Worth of cigarettes taken were 
recovered when the arrest was 
made. The youth has been 
charged with possession of stolen
property and police said that 
other charges are pending.
Police have no suspects in a 
Jan. 4 burglary from a trailer at 
the KOA camp grounds, Mt. 
Newton Cross Rd.
Clothing, a guitar and various 
other articles valued at $1,000 
were stolen, but $450 worth of 
the stolen property was returned 
to the camp grounds after ex­
tensive police investigations were 
carried out in that area.
On Thursday $800 worth of 
automotive tools were stolen 
from the back seat of an 
unlocked vehicle parked in front 
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Great
Hamburger Sandwiches 
:''V''77 7',/located at y,'V''-': y-
Van Isle Marina 
2320 Harbour Rd.
Mon. to Sat. 8 am to 4 pm 
Sunday 9 am to 4 pm 656-6521
TAKE OUT
:;:77;77;' ' 656-P31'"7:. 
9816 -4th ST , SIDNEY
V •Chicken oRibs “Burgers 
•Soft Ice Cream y
MON. - FRI. 11 - 8 
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Specializing in
Chinese & Canadian Food
■yyy ' :nPFN Mon;:ii77.J0PE ;7Thurs: 4:30 ■ 
i,-Sat.4.-30-l:30 3m 
. - Delivery v
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Did you know we provide the following?
* 9 - 5 answering service, 5 days a week ;
* 9 - 9 ansvyering service, 7 days a week 
24 hr. answer!ng service, 7 days a week
Plus these additional convenier^t services? 
* Wa ke- u p s e rv i ce 





* Direct telephone advertisine seiwice: 
‘ Security alarm serviceyy y.yyy^y • .yyry.y,..:, .y. y.y ■
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655-4311 ■ ' Kl7y'!:- 656-47,12
Murray Pezim has told Central 
Saanich council that Sam Bawlf 
is no longer associated with the 
Tod Inlet project.
In a letter written Dec. 20, as 
president of International 
Corona Resources Ltd., Pezim 
told council he was surprised to 
hear in a television interview that 
Windmill Enterprises Ltd. or the 
Tod Inlet partnership owed 
money to the municipality“with 
reference to the project which 
was formerly undertaken by the 
‘Bawlf group’.’’
The y lettery states that Inter­
national Corona R.es6urccs,: a: 
yancOuver-based 'y public:: coiri- 
: pahy,? has loaned ;;$ 1 million :;ta; 
;Windmill and agreed to loan $2 
million more “so that the 
project, which was obviously 
foundering, could be .saved.”
“The board of directors of 
7 Windmill has been fe-constituted
and neither Mr. Charles Bawlf 
Mr.. Samuel Bawlf isnor
associated with the company or, 
indeed, with the project.
Pezim said his company in­
tends to retain independent 
consultants “who will be 
eminently qualified to advise the 
company with respect to 
development of the project,” and 
the consultants and company 
representatives will meet with 
municipal officials “early in the 
7nev^7ear.’’7,.;;7,''y,.v:'\7,
Any money owed by Windmill 
will be paid, Pezim states. (The 
money referred to ion television : 
ybyi yMaybr Dave Hill is $54,6ob 
which the municipality has spent 
on engineering and legal advice in 
assessing development proposals, 
which Bawlf had agreed to pay.)
The letter was read at council’s7 7 
first 1983 meeting on Jan. 4, and
received without comment. ■■ ■ .
7 yy;;;:'
First Class Meals - Fast Service
2280 .656-1176
NIGHTLY ENTERUINMENT
for FAMILY DINING 
at FAMILY PRICES
Mon. to Fri. 9 arrix^ pm 
Sat. 9 am-10 pm Sun, 9 am-9pm
6564115 2359 Beacon Ave.
Open for Lunch and Dinner 
Tuesday to Sunday
(closecl:for Lunch Tuesday) 7:
Wednesday Smorgasbord Dinner and 





OPEN FROM 5 p in.
7 DAYS A WEEK





SIDNEY FISH & CHIPS
i;' Joan' &'(jeorj!o;''';;7;'7'7;':''';7
1
Broakfasti Lunch a Dinner Dally 
Sunday Orunch 11:30 and 1:30
OPEN DAILY Tuos; thru Saturday 
11:30 n.m. - 7:30:p.m. :
H72 Brenlwooi! Drive; 652-2413^
9807 ■. 4th St., Sidney
In Sidney provincial court Jan. 
6 Douglas Alan Mitchell, 209- 
3255 Elden Placed Victoria; was 
fined $300 for driving while oyer 
.08 and an additional $300 and 
seven days in jail for driving 
while under suspension. Terrence 
F. Whiteford; 27, of 107-1255 
Verdier Ave., Brentwood, was 
find $400 after hb plcaded guilty 
to driving while oyer .08; 7 
David C, Deeprose, 61, of 4545 
Viewmont Ave., Victoria; Giulio 
Mari, 35, of 7751 East Sanich 
Rd., Saanichton, and Stepheri M. 
Lcidike, 19, of 5843 Old West 
Saanich Rd. all pleaded guilty to 
driving with no insurance and
were fined $300 each.
;On Jan. 4 Lori Elizabeth 
Kaszab, 18, of 210-2433 
Malavievv Ave. was ordered to 
pay $350 in outstanding traffic 
tickets she had been collecting 
since last March.
That same day Kari Voleri 
L.ehtineh, 34, of 151 Craig St., 
iNanaimo,7 was fined $350 and 
$250 after he pleaded guilty to 
charges of being impaired and 
failing to blow in a breathalizer.
Albert Gene Potskin, 19, of 
CFB Esquimau, pleaded guilty of 
possession of marijuana and was 
fined $150.
PENINSULA CHURCH DIRECTOItY
.'(I'lii'.l Uil 7y'':y' : Vk ' ■'7 7. ■-,/ "7"k'"'''. ■'-"'7'7-7y;
■ r.isioi' Mr) Iwskyis, MasiiVd)): ti.iii: ‘i.i<tnii',nion «5?.OS7?
CyPPEH! INN Silver Dragoii Restaurant
'SPECIALIZING IN SEAFOOD & STEAK
CRABS AVAILABLE EVERY DAY 
OPEN DAILY for' LUNCH A DINNER 
7^Clo8od
;;;':';;,7'; 2558'8evany;Sidney';/;;
7' ;7;"0n the Watorlront''7"7';;7:;
Chinoso Food at 
Dcasonablo Prices
6564640
DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL 
y ^ PICK UP &TAKE 0UT'“ “
2470 Boncon ^56-1812
InMrt
7 pews CHARBROtlEO STEAKS
, Enjoy our 24-iieiTi Salad Dar
■'7.7TAKE.0UrORDERS:-'V/::.
77 ; IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL
2321 Beacon Ave, Sidney
''7-7:;':-:.;656-4S22':'7:;7':7:;:
f'wwewwhh.'' ■■7|l ^ .^Baympre
BBYSSIfl 7 “f
STEAK. PIZZA * .SPAGHETTI HOUSE 
Evening Oliiing In 
Pint MedHerr»(t«an Tridlllon
Mwi *Tlwi 1 »« • U ffulfdjhl 
I PI. » Nil. 11 WII > 1 (»« r . i »W » fW • to I*™
KtsMvalkiit 0S6 S590 Tilii OuU 856 SS97
SthA BEACON SIDNEY
FAMILY RESTAURANT
; - rOPEN DAILY ii: AM f 
Fine Conadien & Chinnso Food 
: :'0ifiE Iff OUR TAKE out ; ; :; 
ItZ Vinllor Av«„ Bwirtwood Biy 
652-3622: k';',.;;::;:;.
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Brentwood Shopping Plara 
HomeslylB Cooking & Baking 
at Old Fashioned Prices
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
'•a«lhel f«IIO)dllhlp 7 P4S.l(ii N,fl:HMri(itin .. 'kkk'.", ,.7'.';::;,,'i:.'k ":7;
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SUPPORT THE CHURCH or YOUR 6M0ICE
..477.-2*36: 
662-2711
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in manna zones
Heavy rain, high tide and wind combined last week to cause 
serious erosion of waterfront property in Deep Cove area. 
Jack and Evelyn Burt-Smith, 10642 Madrpna, lost sea wall 
and large section of lawn, and had to cut fir and arbutus trees 
threatening to fall. Murray Sharrail pholo
A by-law making numerous 
changes to zoning regulations for 
marinas was introduced in North 
Saanich council meeting Jan. 4 
by Alderman Edgar Farthing. 
After some discussion it was 
referred to the by-laws com­
mittee.
Most of the proposed changes 
are of a housekeeping nature, but 
a few could have substantial 
effects.
One amendment would alter 
the definition of the “land to 
water ratio”, and would have 
the effect of reducing, in some 
cases, the area of water that 
could be used, even though the 
ratio is unchanged at three acres 
of water for each acre of land.
The present definition excepts 
from the ratio water area that is 
required for entrance channels or 
that cannot practically be used 
for berthing boats. The new 
definition contains no ex­
ceptions.
It also specifies that only land 
which has marina zoning can be 
included in determining the water 
area allowed.
Another change would remove 
a requirement for separate on­
shore lavatories for men and 
women, but instead requires on 
shore lavatories and washbasins 
on the scale of one for each 100 
berths.
In the “recreational marina” 
zone, which includes Deep Cove 
Marina and the proposed Blue
Heron Bay marina, a launching 
ramp for vessels up to 30 feet in 
length for public use, and 
parking space for ramp users 
would be required; dry storage 
areas for vessels of that size, 
which is now prohibited, would 
be permitted, and renting of 
boats, which is now permitted, 
would be prohibited.
No “on board living quarters” 
would be allowed.
Businesses already in operation 
do not have to comply with 
zoning changes.
OPEN FOR
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Thank you, Sidney and 
Peninsula Residents —
OUR ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL TO YOU
Daffodils ................ BUMCR
Byi«§ci{
(3 DAYS ONLY JAN. 13, 14, & 15th)
(TILL JAN. 31st)
By JOHN GREEN;; - ;':k
North Saanich council rand 
staff will need specific approval 
from council before they will 
have expenses paid to attend 
conventions in 1983.
At a Jan. 4 council meeting 
Aid. Eric Sherwood proposed 
that no more than two members 
of council attend 1983 con­
ventions at municipal expense, in 
: order to save money.
Discussion of the motion went 
in two; directions. Mayor Jay ; 
V Rangel and aldermen Harold 
Parrott and George Westwood 
noted advantages to having all 
council members at the Union of 
B:G; Municipalities convention. ; 
Aldermeii Alan Cornford and 
Jim Gumrriing suggested even 
greater reductions, and Gumming 
, included staff in the restrictions.
The motion finally approved 
■ called for no representation of 
either council or staff at 
municipal expense at 1983 
conventions unless council ap­
proves in advance. If a limited 
number are approved tho.se who 
go will be chosen by lot.
In other news:
•Gouncil set a public hearing 
for Jan, 27 af the Legion hall for 
rezoning bylaw's to allow one- 
acre development on Cloakc Hill,
; By a Tou r-thrcc vote it wits 
> decided the ic-zoning would 
coyer l'our 50-ricre blocks ihstcad 
of just the llirce Ayherc the; 
dewlopers arc to put in water; 
mains eonneciing the newr 
i Tcscrvoir bn the hill to other parts 
, of the municipal water sy.stctn.
The four owners had originally 
s u b m i 11 c d a - c o in h i n c d
: development proposal; and the 
, majority of council ; members 
agreed that all should be dealt 
with together.
Westwood: pointed out there 
are other owners farther east who 
may also want re-zoning, and he 
and Sherwood favored dealing 
with the whole area in the course 
of the community plan review.' ;
•A motion to deal with 
rezoning bylaws to hall the Blue 
Heron Basin marina development' 
was defeated 4-3, with the mayor 
" voting with the;othermember^of: 
the 1982 council to keep the 
matter tabled.
Rangel said he wanted to hold ? 
a publicinforrhation meetingf 
before discussing the matter 
again. He noted, however, that; 
although he had: been contacted 
by many people bn both sides of 
the issue no one had expressed 
any interest in the proposed; 
meeting.?;' '■? ■
Aid . Edgar Farthing moved the 
clerk be instructed to stop 
disposal of unwanted municipal 
material at the; discretion of
municipal staff by gift; Gumming 
seconded the motion so that he 
could hear the reasons for it, bait 
then withdrew as seconder when 
Farthing did not give specific 
instances of any past actions that 
he objected to.
Farthing said in the past it had 
been assumed that property the 
municipality did not want could 
?;be‘^iven; away tb an brganizatibri 
or even to an individual.
■“Gouncil approved contracts 
" for water main^
GromarRoad and Norris Road; ; 
; ®AG the suggesting; o Aid. ; 
Pairrott council decided to hold a 
meeting with B.G. Hydro 
representatives to discuss the 
problem of power outages during 
wind storms.
Parpttsaid he had been told by 
Hydro that they could not clear 
away dangerous branches in the 
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Conlinued from Page A1
payers of Sidney and B.C, more 
than $1,6 million, “one hell of a 
lot to spend for iwa;or three 
blocks of road to ' cure an 
imaginary traffic problem,” ' 
He quoted $525,000 for the 
SANSCHA land and $737,500 
for four lots also bought for road 
fiiht of way plus $383,632 ifi 
' construction posts.
Scally said that the referendum 
would not have involved the 
SANSCHA expropriation,which 
was already completed, and that 
the municipal share of the cost 
for the couplet would be $74:000.
Aid. Ben Hthier noted that 
while he favored the construction; 
of the connection to Jkvan he 
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Closi
Not everyone will be pleased North Saanich council has settl­
ed its internal differences over the Bob Wright marina expan­
sion and proposes to handle it by letting it go forward without 
further interruption but at the same time generally tightening up 
marina regulations in North Saanich and making sure there will 
be no further development in Tsehum Harbor. There’s also the 
possibility of obtaining some practical concessions from 
;;Wright./;:
There has been talk of a referendum to decide whether the 
fight against Wright should continue but it’s doubtful North 
Saanich could muster a number of people:who feel strongly 





And since legal fees over the Wright controversy cost North 
iSaanich $4,000 in December alone, it’s;also doubtfurtaxpayers ^ 
want to bear further costs in a continuing legal wfarigle which 
could be lengthy, expensive, and unlikely to succeed.
It’s been said Eric Sherwood, Edgar Farthing and George 
Westwood were elected to reverse the previous council’s deci­
sion to let Wright go ahead with his marina expansion — but 
that’s debatable. It’s more likely the three men were elected for 
other reasons — all had higher profiles than their opponents, 
were more experienced, ran stronger campaigns — and there 
were other issues at stake.
,Lv'
True or false, there were charges of “secrecy” at city hall and 
a call for open televised council meetings as well as a return to 
question period, which had been eliminated for some time from 
council’s regular agenda.
As well, Sherwood has always been a popular figure in the 
vinunicipalityt FarthingLhas been respected for his attenfipts to 
keep spending at a minimum a stand even more attractive in 
these hard times — and Westwood, a former mayor, had an 
established following.
Three men it would be hard to beat and who didn’t need the 
Wright issue to get back on council.
But with Wright home and dry in North Saanich and able to 
go ahead with his plans; other marinas should dispossess 
themselves of the idea that the barn gate is open and council will 
find it hard to refuse applications for other developments.
Mayor Jay Rangel is firm on this one. Some may want to ex­
pand, he says, but he feels under rib obligation to give cbnces- 
sions to other marinafs. The circumstances with Wright were dil- 
fercrit, he was expanding on his own property, Rangel says.
1 would like to express strong 
disagreement with George 
Kurbatoffs article of Dec. 29.
He suggests an easy answer to the 
rising problem of prostitution is 
to make it a legal commercial 
venture. 1 disagree.
First of all, prostitution is 
morally wrong and shouldn’t be 
given such a place of recognition 
as an optional career in society. 
The practice of women selling 
their bodies for sex is degrading 
and undermining to their role in 
society.
Biblc-believing Christians like 
my.self sec prostitution as a sin 
condemned by God and leading 
to spiritual death. It is true that 
sexual desire can’t be legislated 
away but there is nothing wrong 
with sexual desire. What is wrong 
is when that desire is allowed free 
reign in one’s life to the extent 
that it becomes master and 
uncontrollable.
The laws of our land should 
express our moral feelings 
towards any issue such as 
murder, stealing and 
prostitution. Some people think ' 
that whenever there is an 
abundance of people breaking a 
law that the best solution is to 
remove the law — it must be the 
problem! Certainly not the 
people.
I w'ould question the validity of 
the statistics that Mr. Kurbatoff 
talks about concerning 
legalization in other countries. 
For example, statistics released in 
the 1960s claiming to show a 
decrease of sexual crime in 
Denmark as they, too, loosened 
:up restrictions on sexual crime 
have been proven to be 
erroneous. In fact, sex crime had 
risen to a higher level since their 
“Danish Experiment’’.
are hot the solution: but 
1 e ga 1 i z i n g prostitution and 
controlling ' it r in Vi regu'l^ 
brothels is equivalent to a doctor 
finally giving up trying to cure his 
patient of cancer and deciding the 
best he can do is just try to 
control it the best he can. Is our 
society that far gone?
Rev. Joel Nettleton 
Oldfield Road 
Gospel Chapel
frank discussion could contribute 
to better relations all around.
Now, lately, T heard the 
minister say on a radio phone-in 
talk, that he would himself go 
and teach for two days in the 
spring. In the context of that 
discussion, 1 wondered if he 
meant that he would show us 
what an easy job we teachers 
really have, or what it means to 
do a day’s work.
I even wondered if he thought 
that education itself could be 
delivered by just anyone, at any 
time, on short notice.
Whatever his meaning or 
intent, I feel that his comments 
showed a contempt for teachers 
as such, or for education as such, 
or for both. His comments 
detracted greatly that evening, 
from the respect 1 have en­
tertained for him for many of his 
other attributes.
Yes, I believe that any lay 
person could deliver education of 
a sort for two days, and do a 
credible job of it — yes, but that 
and education are just too far 
apart to be considered in the 
same context.
And, yes, T am writing to the 
minister, for I do believe we have 
some common ground for 
discussion.
forK.S.M.Xtd.'





That doesn’t mean couricil will rcl'use to look at any other ap­
plications or proposals. It does mean: it’s unlikely to happen;
Some time ago, 1 \vrote an 
open letter to a political party to 
tell it to keep its hands off my 
teachers’ professional code. I 
should have added that I think it 
quite correct that the minister of 
education should ask both the 
school trustees and Uni teachers 
to discuss our professional code 
with hint. I hold that it would do 
us great good to revicw bur code 
in tin 0fficiid sc11ing, pcrltaps 
fairly frequently.
In addition, both the ministry 
and the trustees wouUl become 
aware of what the teachers 
t themselves liavc set as their 
philosophy and creed; Surely a
The undersigiied has been a 
property owner in North Saanich 
M si nee: 196 lb: He entif ely cbhcuf s 
with your leading article 
“opinion” which appeared Dec. 
29 on your editorial page.
The development of Mr. Bob 
Wright’s very valuable property 
as proposed by him was approved 
by our council last summer but 
only after years of wrangling.
At the council meeting early iri: 
December, 1982, the action of 
three council mernbefs whb: were 
riot members of council when 
approval was granted was clearly 
unethical. They voted to annul an 
approval that had already been 
given five months or so 
previously by that council.
By the delaying tactic;^ and the 
unreasonable demands of our 
council Mr. Wright has been 
subject to persecution and loss of 
income, due to a large protion of 
his;^^^ lying un­
derdeveloped.
It would seem that in the best 
interests of themselves! and our 
; nnmicpality the three council 
members who were re-elected last 
November would be acting wisely 




With a final resolution of the 
interminable saga of Tsehum 
Harbour hopefully within sight, I 
can understand that some of our 
citizens who have held strong 
views on this matter may be 
concerned about some recent 
developments.
Council is addressing this 
complex, difficult issue with 
open-mindedness and sensitivity 
with a clear view to the best 
interests of North Saanich as a 
whole. Despite honest dif­
ferences, 1 can assure our people 
that their aldermen are acting 
sensibly and with good faith and 
they have every reason to be 
encouraged.
In view of this positive at­
titude, and some really hopeful 
steps, I am saddened by un­
productive personal assaults 
which are uncalled for. My 29 
years’ service to my country is 
quite irrelevant to this issue and I 
regret that Mrs. Lawrie finds it 
necessary to attempt to pillory 
anyone who doesn’t happen to 
act in strict accordance with her 
wishes.
I find it unfortunate that 
motives are impugned with the 
dreary, time-worn, tired old 
accusations that something 
sinister is afoot when decisions 
are taken that do not coincide 
precisely with the views of the
! "accuser.
I still hold the view that the 
way in which the Blue Heron 
Basin development was approved 
last July Was not ideal as I would 
still prefer to return to“.square 
one” and put safeguards in place 
prior fb any approval; However, 
the council of the day, :in its 




From the Jan. 11, 1923, issue of 
The Review
Adoption of the proposal to 
create the Greater Victoria Water 
District will make a very real 
forward step in increased 
agricultural, industrial and 
residential progress and 
population throughout the 
southern portion of Vancouver 
Island, according to members of 
the Greater Victoria Committee, 
who recently issued advance 
copies of the leaflet which will be 
published for free general cir­
culation within a few days.
50 YEARS AGO
From the Jan. 11, 1933, issue of 
The Review
Damage resulting from the 
terrible gale last month and 
Which caused the loss of several 
thousand dollars worth of 
equipment at the Saanich 
Canning Company’s plant, is fast 
being put to order in readiness 
for the re-opening of the plant in 
the very near future.
The packing house and storage 
wharf, situated at the east end of 
the building, have been re­
constructed and the gang of men 
now employed will soon have the 
works in readiness for a big 
: ^season.',
: 40 YEARS AGO':bl 
From the Jan. 13, 1943, issue of 
The Review
The Canadian Aid to Russia is 
a completely spontaneous and 
entirely Canadian enterprise. The 
Russian Minister to Canada, Mr. 
Gousov, has pointed out that the 
vast humber of Russian people 
driven from their homes by the 
German adyaned are suffering 
; unspeakable hardships and are in 
/ crifical heed of Wall kinds of
medical supplies andwarm 
things have happened since then. clothing. He has expressed the
First, the ministry of lands, parks deep appreciation of the Russian
and housing have granted the peoples for the generous kindly
preponent a permit of occupancy assistance already received from
over the affected foreshore; the Canadian Red Cross and
second, a justice of the Supreme intimated that anything further
Court of British Columbia has that we can do will evoke the
handed down an opinion that the warmest response.
“deal” has proceeded too far to 30 YEARS AGO
be reneged upon. From the Jan. 14, 1953, issue of
Both are clear and urn- The Review 
mistakable, Mr. Justice Dohm, in > Lower Vancouver Island is the
ruling on an application for a 
Writ of Mandamus to issue d 
building permit, chose to address 
the much wider central issue of 
whether council should be 
permitted to go back on the 
agreement reached last summer. 
He has stated clearly that council 
must not be allowed to do so.
Subsequently, after spending 
at least $4,000 of taxpayers’ 
money on legal costs in December 
alone on this matter, 1 am ad­
vised by our lawyers that oiir 
chances of ultimately winning 
this protracted battle are dim.
In light of these obvious
'';'!bTcxcd'a':'jsland,!,;TcsideritsW'arc,'^ 
.! very:''cro'ss ;:tljcsc!;days: arid'!': you .''■;! 
can’t really blame them.
i mean, hqW wQuld you like w 
live on a beautiful little island in 
the Straight of Georgia, removed 
IVdin tlie hriclic iwce of (he big 
city, and suddenly face the 
possibility of having JVancouver 
dump its garbage ,on 
doorstep?
A nasty prospect, indeed. It's a 
little bit like the entire United 
States of Anicricri planning to use 
Vancouver Island as its futufc 
Taj-bage dump.:::,,:' ,:!!:'„:,'!:!!"" :';!^:.
The idea is all the more galling 
when you corisider that there are 
i alternatives to dumping garbage 
around iriother riature, or landfill 
sites, as the euphemism goes. ! 
: One such alternative is outlined 
ini a Joint study by the federal and 
B.C. governments. The study has 
just been eomplcted arid it's 
''!i'wdfth''takiiiig'a,''cldser;iook. at .''!:!''T!',
The $90,000 study was done to
rcfu.sc disriosal problems^ At the




momcnti prcalcr Victoria, like 
most other areas, uses the landfill 
option to dispose of its daily 
accumulation of 400 tonnes of 
■■^'solid'wastc.!'■
But the current landfill she is 
nearly Bill: and a new one will 
soon be needed. Today’s ecology- 
conscious citizens, however, 
aren’t likely to welcome tlic hhuf
ol having another valley filled 
with garbage, so the two senior 
goverriments agreed to! foot the 
cost of a study lb find ovh what 
altei'uativcs are available;
: Enter the co”geucration plant 
which would not only look after 
garbage disposal,; but ; turn a 
healthy profit in the process,! ! b
Co-general ion is the 
simultaneous production of 
electricity arid ■ steam usingyonc ' 
fuel soviree, in this case municipal 
:;!'garbagc.
fnie firnis which did the study 
liciPinined ihat co-generation 
would make ail annual $4 million 
profit hv the year 2000.
^^^^^! study, It'
would, cost: an estimated $55 
irilllion to build tt co-gcneratlon; 
plant, That *s no chicken feed. :
Bui landfill sites don’t come 
cheap either. The study estimates 
that over a 2S-yeaf period, the 
Capital Region’s Imidfill costs 
’!"!,would be'about SSlmillibn.! ;■!:!!!■.■.,■
If, on the other hand, Greater 
Vietbria goes the eo-gcncralion
route, it would make a $43 
tnillion profit during the same 25-!
The electricity produced by the 
eo«gcricrntion plant would be fed 
into the main B.G. Hydro grid 
and, of course, B.C. Hydro 
would pay forthat electricity,
The Steam would be sold to 
heat buildings in the downtown 
core of Victoria, notably the 
Parliament Buildings, and the 
two major hospitals.
The solution sounds almost too 
good to be true. U actually 
adrcsscs three major problerris, U 
gels rid of garbage, creates 
energy and makes a profit; All 
three should be very attractive to 
municipal governments. 
■■■-:':vThC'':;!cost,::;'!of.''':course,^'is .'-'-.a 
consideration. It’S not easy I'pr 
any fegional district to cough up
5 million, regardless of the 
profit that jnvestriient will make 
in the future.
■''-■^'‘'-'BtitThaCs-wbete.'the':-senior- 
governments coine in, I’rn sure 
the provhiclal goyernmeiu would
be willing to contribute to the 
cost of a co-generatibri plant, or 
it wouldn't havy commlssioirecl , 
the study in the first place; ! ’
The same goes for the federal! 
government. It, too, is interested 
in sound solutions to The 
problems of refuse disposal.
The co-generation solution is 
available to any large! and 
mediuitirsizcd city. It probably 
wouldn’t be adaptable to! small 
town
'!:''"!Sb!T:''nsk:,'you;'';'Why;'!ls'i'Vaii''.::!
couver still planning to dump its 
garbage on Texeda Island? If any 
city should adopt a mbderiv solid 
"waste <Msposa! systetu, 'it haf got'!' 
To bc the province’s metropollsV 
Garbage dumps arc as arcbaic 
and iinwortby of modern man as 
the open sewers of mediaeval 
times. They arc bad eribugh in 
!''!your'! own!’: .community,^ brii’'ex-''' 
V porting ybur' grirbagcT,0!'Sornconc 
!i"'cls'c’s, backyard! real ly St ink's.,!!",;’!!!''"V 
Maybe Energy Minister Brian 
Smith should send a copy of the 
......... 'J'b"Vancbuver,,!!:,o.''’!":,.L'!!^!„!;'!;
greatest potential source of oil in 
the entire North American 
continent. The precious fluid is to 
be found at depths as shallow as 
350 feet thfoughout the area. 
This oilfield extends from Sooke 
to the northern extremity: of Salt 
Spring Island and includes other 
islands, notably Moresby Island.
This statement was made by 
Charles Armstrong of East 
Saanich Road this week, 
folloNving the ! recent an- 
! nouricement by William Twaits; 
vice-president for Imperial Oil, 
that coastal areas of the province 
could be discounted as an im­
minent area of petroleum ex­
ploration. The oil company 
executive said Imperial Oil has no 
interest in looking for! oil in this 
district.
20 YEARS AGO
From the Jan. 16, 1963, issue of 
The Review
Possible explanaiiori has been 
advanced for flashing bluish-; 
wiriie lights seen by v sevcral 
Sidney residents over Patricia 
Bay Airport on Mondoy evening. !! 
! The ' liglns, ! w 
described as filling the whole sky 
in a i similar manner to sheet 
ligluning, could be attributed to 
new Strobe lighting installed at 
the end of the runway extension 
at the airport.
These lights dcyclop one- 
million candicpowcr and flash 
intermittently when an aircraft is 
approaching to land; The low 
overcast on Monday evening 
would rcncct the light, seemingly 
spreading It across the sky. 
'■''midyearsAGO t!"
Front the Jan. 10* 1972, Issue of 
>vT,hcRevlcw:".:!;;';'
; The! closing of a chapter in air‘
!!^l'orce!! history 'camc!',on’'!Jrin'.j5',,"
1973 when the last Battle of 
Britain pilot still serving In the 
Canadian Armpfl
^retired,/ !!,'!'"'!t'J'!!-'.''■''''rl'!!,'^:':'-''b!.!.!
Colonel Beverly E. Christmas, 
:!53*!,of','St,,'I1ila,lre,!Qjjcbcc,!who,; 
until la.st week was deputy base 
cbmmander, * Canadian Forces 
Base Esquimalt, has mokd to 
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developments, 1 have decided, 
after considerable soul searching, 
that knowlingly entering into a 
battle already lost — at tax­
payers’ expense — is not only 
foolish, but wasteful and indeed 
reprehensible.
I am sorry that Mrs. Lawrie 
did not ask me to explain my 
actions before firing. The 
Council still has some negotiating 
points and 1 believe that many 
concerns about the foreshore at 
Tsehum Harbour and elsewhere 
can be successfully met by acting 
promptly, inteligently and in 
good faith. 1 have every reason to 
believe that we are doing so.
1 am astounded at Dermid 
Bingham’s comments in light of 
the two years I sat with him on 
council. During this period, I do 
not recall any useful contribution 
from this gentleman on this 
question.
I would respectfully remind 
him that some of us were sent off 
to deal with the issue, and after 
many long hours of research, 
negotiation and searching the 
depths of our consciences, certain 
things were accomplished that 
stand up to any sort of scrutiny 
now.
Alan Cornford and I 
demanded and received, on 
behalf of North Saanich, a park 
at Nymph Point (the site of a 
significant Indian midden in a 
jewel-like setting) as well as the 
park/sanctuary on the inner 
reaches of the lagoon which 
provides a valuable habitat of 
dabbling ducks, such as Green 
Winged Teal.
1 thank the many people who 
have had the counesy to write, 
phone and to discuss this ma,tter 
personally with me. I appreciate: 
all your views and of course, your 
advice,; your support: and your ; 
prayers^ I:have been encouraged ^ 






I would like to thank you very 
: ; much for the gifts you gave us for^v C 
Christmas. The packages from 
my relatives did not arrive and 
the gifts you gave were the bulk 
of my son’s Christmas 
celebration!
The boxes of food came in time 
: to provide dinner when our 
resources were very low. The 
"voucher for the PON shop 
^ _ bought a pair of pants for my 
oldest son, a warm blanket for 
my youngest son and a pair of 
curtains to help keep our bus ■
' * ^warmer.':
As far as we are concerned 
your Christma.s charily was a 
success and appreciated deeply. It 
\vas all more than generous and 
truly helpful.: L hope your 
Christmases were happy as well. 
""".'■■Happy New::Yearrv:
Name and nddress supplied 
Ed Note, ’This icitcr was from a 
mother and three soi:is and was 
addressed to the Peninsula
: aitandled toys and played a, big ' 




■ It is always unfortunate when : 
(utc, finds it new 
public criticism of; persons or 
organizations associated with a 
community enterprise since they 
must be given credit for good 
intentions. But when, us in the 
case of the current complaint 
about the affairs of the Memorial 
Park Trust , t here are widely 
V divergent opinions,: each with its
proponents, it is imperative 
that we concern ourselves mot : 
y w
■":::wiinit is right."'V'b
by the Town of 
Sidney: there is no quest ion that 
llie trustee and Sanseha liuvc 
failed to do wlial is right. Twice 
in recent ycary the trust has been 
"',\'3vibic,ct Jo'"'c?Tropriation:; Twice; " 
Sanseha and the trustee have 
bypassed.:; the most" ;!!,ignificeni";;: 
provisions of the trust, the right , 
of the residents at large, living in 
Sidney and North Saankb, to 
appoint -“ at the binsct — a 
comtnittec to parilclpaie iiv the 
,::'&propriation proceedings;.;', :■ .
Without resident
participation or protest, the 
result was an unmitigated 
disaster. In the current one, now 
that a protest has been lodged, 
and undoubtedly only because of 
the protest, we are being offered, 
after a year and a half, an in­
formation meeting. It is too little 
and too late.
It now appears that much 
valuable time has been lost. 
Options existed and different 
results were possible had the 
residents been involved from the 
outset as they should have been.
However, much remains to be 
done and the citizens of North 
Saanich and Sidney still have the 
opportunity to insist on their . 
right to intervene, 10 elect our 
own committee to conduct the 
remaining negotiations, and to 
consider the necessity of 
replacing the trustee.
1 believe it is the right thing to 
do, and I urge others to rally 
around the Committee of Friends 
of the War Memorial Trust and 
lend your support to their 
proposals.
After all, Sanseha is only a 
leasee and does not speak for the 
residents as outlined in the tru.st 
deed.
Nell Horth [Mrs. H.G.] 
5th St., Sidney
Co-ordifiator praised
Open letter to Brian 
McMahon, deputy co-ordinator.
Sidney, North Saanich and 
Central Saanich Emergency 
Program.
From time to time, every 
municipality experiences a 
calamity which taxes even the 
strongest of its residents. Such 
was the case on the night of Dec. 
17 when our area was ravaged by 
a wind and rain storm. How 
fortunate we are to reside in an 
area where there are people such 
as yourselves who provide 
emergency assistance to neigh­
bours in need.
It is most heartening to hear 
from residents of ilie John Q 
Anderson Memorial Housing
complex how your organization 
provided help when their homes 
were without hydro for some 20 
hours.
You were the first on the scene 
with hot coffee, a generator and 
information on hosv best to ride 
out the storm.
It was a long cold night for 
many residents of our area and 
our members would like to take 
this opportunity to assure you 




Central Saanich Lions Club







The World of 
Paperback
BOOKS
See our Large Selection — 
Thousands of Paperbacks — 
Something for Everyone!
Ohoose from BESTSEILEHS
John Updike’S RABBIT IS RICH 
Rosemary Rogers’ LOVE PLAY 
HITE REPORT ON MALE SEXUALITY by Shere Hite 





















Weight loss due to cutting and boning 
will increase the price per pound.
7005 East Saanich Rd. 652-2411
8 - 5 MON. - THURS. 8 - 6 FRI..
SiPHET
NEWS a BOOMS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
8:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
2440 BEACON 656-2345
BEACON AVE AUTHORiZED DEALER









Lightweight headset:radip for : 
great music:while you exercise, 





\ great for any system. 






Slender profile cabinet, Superb: 
20-20,000 Hz reponse at 30 watts 
RMS per channel, Digital quartz 
tuning. Microprocessor memory ; \ 
recalls up to 12 stations. 31-2002 V; :v;
/ Precise direct drive and faithful . stereo reproduction from records,
[ With $64.95 value cartrldge;42.29761
%
An earful of 
quality stereo
Nova*‘40 hGadphbnes put 
: ; you lita private stereo 










-fmii:: Budget priced 
car cassette
Compadt Stereo cassette 
player mounts under dash. 
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■2496 Bmcan Wim AUTHORIZED DEAIER^^; : " SIDNEY ELECTRONICS LTD;
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DISTRICTtOF NORTH SAANICH
COMMUNin PLAN AMENDMENT, ZONING AND 
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA BY-LAWS
NOTICE OF 
PUBLIC HEABINC
NOTICE is hereby given that all persons who believe that their interest in 
property may be aflected by the following by-laws will be afforded an oppor­
tunity to be heard before the Municipal Council, on matters contained 
therein, at a PUBLIC HEARING to be held at the Royal Canadian Legion Hall. 
Saanich Peninsula Branch No. 37,1660 Mills Road, North Saanich, B.C. on 
Thursday, January 27th, 1983 commencing at 7:30 p.m.
1. BY-LAW 418
This By-law would rezone that property legally described as Lot A. Sec­
tion 12, Range 1 West and 1 East, Plan 38698, North Saanich District 
from Civic Institutional "P-l” to Public Assembly ‘'P-2". Public 
Assembly “P-2’' zoning would permit assembly uses and buildings and 




\ ... • '.fi //..
i-’-i “ I ■" ?.l»\lj j " \’0 , '




1 PI TO P2
BY-LAW 4 18
VICTORIA international
Todd Scaber’s consistant goal 
scoring helped the Peninsula 
Eagles Bantam Rep. hockey team 
to a pair of home ice victories 
over Juan de Fuca during the 
Christmas holidays.
In the first game played Dec. 
27 Todd Scaber and Tom Bazan 
paced the Eagles with two goals 
each as they rolled over the 
visitors 6-2. Trever Skakun and 
Steve Hortobays rounded out the 
.scoring for the Eagles.
Then on Dec. 31 the Eagles 
took a 3-0 lead after two periods. 
Todd Scaber notched two goals, 
then coasted to a 5-3 decision 
over the same Juan de Fuca team. 
John Hermsen, Paul Sundher 
and Les Duguid added single 
tallies for the Eagles.
Back on Dec. 19 the Peninsula 
Eagles whipped Victoria- 
Esquimalt 9-1, Steve Otew'ell w'ith 
a hat trick, and two days earlier 
the Eagles lost 4-1 to Saanich.
2. BY-LAW 405
Plan for those properties legally described as;
(a) West Vz of Section 23, Range 1 West; and
(b) East V2 of Section 23, Range 1 West; and
(c) Remainder of Lot A, Section 22, Range 1 West, Plan 32687; and
(d) Part of Section 23, Range 1 East, except Plans 34094, 34455, 
V 34626, 36023, 38654 and 38866




Teen floor hockey league meets 
Wednesday nights 8:15- 9:30 
p.m. at the old firehall in 
Saanichton. Membership $5. 
More information call 383-1101.
Goal mouth scrambles like this one were common in Pup A minor hockey game played 












I* I'f I - * T1 r b.i;
3. BY-LAW 406
This By-law would rezone those properties legally described as:
(a) West Vz ol Section 23, Range 1 West; and
(b) East Vz of Section 23, Range 1 West; and
fr(c) Remainder of Lot A. Section 22^ Range i West, Plan 32687; and
'(d) Part of Section 23, Range t East, except Plans 34094,; 34455, 
34626,: 36023, 38654 and 38866;
from “A-3" (Rural 3) to“R-3’' (Residential Multiple). “R-3" zoning 




Continuing IVIedical Services to Dr. Worrail’s 
tlents will be provided for by the remainingfp 







At this tirne of year and in areas 
subject to heavy snow conditions, 
you will see sp^ecial sign.s requiring 
lhat your vehicle have good winter- 
tread tires or cariv chains or. in 
some oa'ie. that chains be mounted. 
For your safety and that of other ' ;
: mbtorists,Jhene'Siqns are/ff;": Gf'?';';'''; 
^ BUthorizodJty
Four goals by Maurice Baldwin; 
and solid goal rending by 
Knthdny^ Hawrys helped;;Radid 
Shack;; past Harbour Texaco 6-4; 
in a BantarriHockey gameplayed 
over the weekerid,-
Brent Waldner also scored two. 
goals i for the fast improving 
Radio Shack team as they 
recorded their third victory of the 
season. Chris Michaud, Dean 
Hamilton, Paul German and Bob 
Grant replied for Texaco.
In other Bantam Hockey 
action Sidney; Movers edged 
Cornish’s 2-1 iir a fast-skating 
hard-hitting game that featured 
excellent goal tending at both 
ends of the rink.
Ken Hill aiid Neil Patterson 
scored for the Movers while Jeff 
Stevens answered for Cornish's.
: The;: Bantam : Fl6useU^ League 
standings are as follows: Sidney 
;Movefs, ■) 5; points^ "Harbour; ; • 
Texaco, , 11; points, Cornish’s, 8 ; '
po in ts y R ad io Sh ack, 6 poi nts;
Fuller Lake doubled Peninsula 
; 8-4 in the championship game of ; 
the Fuller Lake Pee-wee Rep 
Christmas hockey tournament 
played over the holidays.
Peninsula advanced to ; the ; 
finals with a 5-win 1-loss record, ; 
defeating Nanaimo 4-1, doubling 
Parksville 6-3,, edging Racquet 
Club 4-3, beating Fuller Lake 5-3: 
and losing 5-1 to Comox. j
Peninsula players Stacey Scoff,
Tim Scaber, Rod /Nunn, and 
Anthony Evert won player of the / ^ 




(a) West '/r of Section '23, Pnnrje 1 West; and
(b) East Vz of Secliori 23, Range 1 West; and
(c) Romatndor ol Lot A, Section 22, Range 1 West, Plan 32687; and
(cl) Pan ol Section 23, Range 1 East, except Plans 34094. 34455, |
34626, 36023, ;3fi654 and 38866
as a Development Pcrmil Area. This designation would permit Council to; 
regulafo develbpmenl cin the subject proporlies in accordance with Sec-; 
j/.''":'';^f^^''!ion7l7;o(Jhe Municipal'Act,■
BY-UW 424
. During iiie' nox) lew weeks', randotrv';'. 
ChOQkK will bo CiMrincf nut by ttiri 
ROMP in problem driving areas, 
more particularly the rtope* ;
, Princeton,, the,SquamishHIglway tp;‘ 
;;Whist|er, the Fraser Canyon, but; '
; including other sections of road on 
:;V9ncbuvor;i$iand arib the:;f'bst:of'f ho, 
;proyinco;siibiGCl'lb:snow;cpnditipns/ 
;;rhg:;oReration;wiil befin cphjunctiop; 
with.tho;Atto,rnoYGenefaf's:,;; ,, 
'‘CounterAtt'ack'/jprbgrarnrTio.arid 
■ Other police traffio chocks, Drivers ■ 
of vetilcles not proporiy equipped 
may bo turned bock or charged.





Tho Ministfy of Transportation and 
Highways is doing its best to clear 
snow and rnainloin our roads in 
winter to make thern sale Before 
driving Into snow areas,make sure , 
you have good winter tires and ;
«> Lyall RtddHl
'."Cortgratulaiioris/.■to;-/ 'Kiithryn'; 
01iphant,:',.and.'‘ ■, Agnes /Coldweil;; 
l/^/'fi'orn''' tjtc.;l..,egiotT; League, ■;Tiiey,,:, 
i." thc;;;'lti7!o''";'tour'tjctme'nf;'' oh"';
;Friday;by'bowling 1179,^ 8^ 
;;,:',oycr'ilieir;;a'verhgc,;;,:Tl\cy’l|:.'nDw':
■ proceed; i o M if pie Ri c 1 ge f br i h e 
; pr 0 V i n ci it I fin a 1 s i n I • eb r u a r y.
Stan ';Mobey;,,fronvrhc;,Crcdit;': 
0;Unibn'' l,eagfic..yvon;’‘MrGMikesf’,
: free dinner bV; bowling 196
.;„;,Top'bowleifs ''thili/; pasL'w'cek;
v.cre, in (lie C'redil Union 
::i::eagnV: TL'''',Mdbim'798'.,(293)'.„'RvA'': 
Iripph.Sl 12.17).
;■■-Marie- - fslulrie:-. 630“-;, 
(218), Fila;nU(eii6()4 (229). ■
"■:■■;■ )/egibn':;,j;/;T9bblc'660 
vNunn;/ 64‘7;' {ZSZfA GA/Ridd'lc';: 637v A
VBL Senior: Debbie llackcl 
.562 <24.S), Junior; Uandv Mcikell 








operating in conditlfinis of limited 
visibility Their flaaWhg ember light# 
are warning you to use extreme 
caution and slow down^ Make sure 
also that you observe special
:■■■■;''jfL if you should encountpr th6m, and; ,; HHwff cnrpfutly:''''';';;
Hflll, 1620 Mills Road, North Saanich, B.C, between the hour.s ol 8:30 a rri, 
an(3 4:30 p.m, 
mo Hearingv- ;
Manvary 7,1983 " . ....
Municipat Clerk
Province of British Columbiffl
; wiNisTM-y crf;Ti»i*,»^r»i-'>onr*‘> ion'An,!;* u,iCHW*y,5i'^; 
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9802*6thSt. 656-0123
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Trust
meeting
The public meeting of residents 
called Jan. 28 to consider certain 
matters concerning the Memorial 
Park Trust has been delayed, the 
Committee of Friends of the 
Trust announced Monday.
A number of questions con­
cerning clause 13A of the trust 
remain to be clarified before they 
can be presented to the meeting. 
The meeting will be rescheduled 
as .soon as the matters are cleared 
up, the committee says.
Babysitting
course
A ceilified babysitting course 
is being offered by Central 
Saanich Boys’ and Girls’ Club. 
The eight-week course includes 
ethics, safety, first aid, play 
activities and more. Cost for 
materials: members S5, non­
members $10. Call 383-1101 for 
more information.
pamiaPBcmn^
Dave Thomson (right), president of Brentwood Bay 
Rotary Club, presents honorary membership to Ron 
Morrison who has been involved for 30 years in Brent­
wood Bay Rifle club. Morrison has won countless 
shooting awards and has been passing on experience and 
expertise to youngsters, among them Brad Miles who at­
tended world championship at Bisley, England in 1975. 
Morrison was master sniper and weapons training of­





Registration tor Winter Recreation Pro­
grams is now open.
Your Winter Program Calendar, delivered 
last week, contains all the information you 
need for Programs beginning January 22, 
1983.
Please note these Recreation Calendar 
changes!:
i K.i.C.S. classes for four year olds is 
also available from 10:45 to 2:15
ii Physical Conditioning I is novv^ 6:45 to 
7:45, Tuesdays and Thursdays
Please call the Recreation Department for 
further details at 652-4444. :
The MV Polar Circle has Mauritius while Captain John 
reached the ice barrier around the Strand, also of Victoria, is taking 
South F'ole, says Bob Ward of her into the ice.
C.R. Ward and Associates Ltd.,
Sidney shipping agents.
The vessel left Sidney Oct. 15 
after spending the summer
Proceeding via Singapore and "
Ceylon she sailed to Goa on the 
7 west coast of India where she 
loaded 28 Indian scientists and 
their equipment for the long 
journey into the Antarctic, via 
Mauritius in the southern Indian 
' .'V Ocean.
Indira Gandhi was part of a 
send-off dclcgation. Ward said.
Scientists intend to set up a 
research station when they reach 
their final destination. Mean­
time, the ship is slowly making 
her way through the Antarctic icC : 
which in some places is trp io 100 
feet in height;
Scientists arc: equipped with 
Itclicoptcrs, skidoos and snow- 
cots. 'The expedition will spend 
some three mdnthsTn the hostile 
: , and bitterly cold environment 






.'I . ' , , }
.m't)SlA'C)VFV.M..L
' „ wvir'SWtS.T''■
i, ::Sidncy,RCMP reported sevcial :,: 
7 burglaries and thefts over tire
past week, the targets of the 
thieves beingmostly money and 
/.■'".' /■liquor. ■ /■;'':■
Police are still investigating a 
break-in at The Ouaitcrdcck 
; 7 Restaurant, 2320Hnrbotir Rd,,
; sometime overnight on Thur­
sday. A smaU/quaniily of cast!
, jj
Clothiiig and $150 in cash were 
stolen from a house iir the 23(K) 
block Malaview Ave. between 
Jan. 3 and Ian, 5, and a gold y 
T mcddiirg ring was lakeii fiotn a 
* house on the 9600 block Third St; 
Pfdlce said tberewas no sign of 
rorccablc;f'::.entry7;^""al,:::veltber7:': 
/'/y^'/jesidcnce,'; :;■■:./■ -y/'.''"./'.l'" /.'T,.:/.'.':'.'^ 
A iiousc in the 112(X) block 
Ravcncrolt Place, North baamclt 
/ w broken into on Pridavi 
Idqnor and personal items were 
'';:7‘'''7:'"mken, /y
A 1 littichi fadio'cassette player 
'/■■y-y. T.was-Takcn'.^'frotri:.Archer*WcisnerT,: 
■/.;■_„;/■ :.7ry .■Service;:,l..id., ■2447,■ Beacon.; ■.;■ 
:':^vc.yyyduflng' ■.sjqre 'houfs.^''.on".y' 
f: ■:"Ty.:';7Wcclncsday,.^:' y,",-'y"■■■■"" .■. ■/.■■^■.■^ \'y'
':MjtOPLAN*S'0sS:OWse”Endor$em^
covers your expenses for a rental 6ar, taxi, or other 
transportation while your own car is being repaired — even if 






C A rvJ A DA S A F E AA^ AY I-I IVl IT ED
Prices Effective l^onday to Saturday 
January iOth to January 15th, 1983 
(Check our Flyer for Jlore Values’)
APPLE JUICE
Kraft
1.36 litre tin 
48 fl. oz. tin ..
FLOUR




10 kg bag^^ ^
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In Your Frienilly 
SidRey\Safeway;Stbr«y: 
Wi Reservi the Right 
to Limit Quanhties.
7,' 7:
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SIDNEY MEAT lyiARKET
9786 • and Street 656-7535
AU OUa MEAT IS A&ED, BRAiW-FED, GUARAKTEED CAHAOA “A”
TORK
1, SAUSAGES *l®»ib. i,g»4"®
P ENGLISH STYLE | HOME CURED
BANGERS 1 CORNED BEEF






WINNER OF DECEMBER AUTUMN PACK DRAW - ALLICE WALLER, SIDNEY
MEXT DRAW — FEDRUARY 15, 1983 ____
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By Wendy Laing 
At Panorama Leisure Centre it 
is not only important to be 
physically fit, but also to have a 
keen, sharp mind.
When enrolling in a leisure arts 
program patrons received a 
“creative outlet” in their 
lifestyles, noted Marie Laturnus, 
L.A. Programmer, whose 
philosophy for her program area 
is to “develop a creative 
awareness through process and 
not product.”
The many art programs of­
fered at the centre are social 
classes. If your timetable reads 
“non-stop” every day, an hour 
of painting or stained glass could 
do wonders for your pumping 
adrenalin. If you find yourself at 
the other end of the line with 
much time to spare, maybe we 
have a perfect hobby waiting to 
be discovered.
In general though, creating art 
projects is a soothing way to 
unwind and relax in a com­
fortable atmosphere at 
Panorama. Another important 
fact is that the skills of Emily 
Carr are not prerequisites for any 
art courses. With few exceptions, 
classes are taught at a beginners 
level with the emphasis on en­
joyment. With pleasure, 
beautiful creations can be 
developed without struggle.
The following craft courses are 
for adults and held at our Leisure 
Centre.
^Learn to draw with Joette 
Dunphy while focusing on living 
subjects (animals, people, etc.). 
Drawing is offered 1-3 p.m., 
Thursday with babysitting 
available in our new portable.
(Since 1903)
•Dorothy McCoy is teaching 
oil painting (intermediate) to 
those who know the basics of 
drawing and painting. Bring 
along your paints and brushes 
from 1-3 p.m. Thursday.
DEyClOyS FHESH EAHED GOODS
2507 g£A€ON AVE. Fh.S5S-i0i2
"Interested in working with 
beautiful handwriting? Try out 
beginners calligraphy with Sylvia 
Skelton. From noon to 2 p.m..
Monday you can learn to master 
the unique alphabet technique.
• Traditional rug hooking 
teaches basic principles by Linda 
Michaluk. The traditional 
method will be covered as well as 
fabric dyeing, Monday 7-9 p.m. 
at Sansbury school.
•Gloria Vaughan instructs the 
art of three-dimensional 
decoupage, paper tole. The first 
class is full, bui there are spaces 
available Thursday 7-9 p.m.
• Tole painting 1 is an in­
troduction to the stroking and 
blending of this form of 
decorative painting. There is a 
new time for the course, Tuesday 
7-9 p.m., with babysitters at hand 
in the portable.
"Have you always admired the 
gorgeous stained glass windows 
in many buildings? This winter is^ 
a great time to learn the methods 
of copper foil and came leading 
for stained glass. The scheduled 
time is Wednesday, 7-9:30 p.m.- 
at Parkland school.
Include arts and crafts at 
Panorama this winter.
Silver Threads
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven is open 9 a.m. - 














5363 Pat Bay Hwy. 
Sunday













‘‘Jesus Chrisi Is Lord’;
evenings and 1 - 4 p.m. Saturday 
and Sunday. Lunches, tea, 
coffee, cards, library, billiards, 
wide variety craft classes, 
recreational activities, languages, 
trips and more. If you are 60 or 
better Silver Threads would like 
to hear from you. Call 656-5537.
Coming events — Jan. 15 at 8 
p.m. a movie Coming Home.
*
r. We have just entered the Season of Epiphany. 
CmMEW » S MilHons of Eastern and Orthodox Christians have
(Preacher; Rev. Andrew Mya 1^. just Celebrated Christmas on January 6th. For 





I1:00a.m. Family Worship g at Elk lake





A very v/arm welcome awaits .||| 
^ you. |||





7726 W, Saanich Road
GOSPEL
: ; 9925 51h Street: 
Sidney; B.C.
lOtiSOa.m. ;
Resthaven Dr.; Sidney 
SERVIcfES
; p : ; ^
: P 8:30 a.rn.
Wi.
Children s














i9:3oa,m.;,.satu,oays,udy JST.: ELIZABETH’S:! holy TRINITY
H'00a;m :::/Worship: ^ 
p.m! Wednesday Prayer |f||
ALL ARE WELCOME L T M
Pastor M.A. Atwood 
656-7970
CHURCH
10030 Third St.. Sidney"
..,., Saturday
7008 W. Saanich Rd.
; Brentwood Bay
10:00 a.m! Sunday School "p||
'11:00 a.m,I Family Worship^ 
j / 7 00. p.m.:...; Eveninrj
ll^il .. : Fellowship .pH
ill . Wednesday ;; : !■ .
IPr"7”l I"’ ”, ■. < 7:30 p.m. .Bible study and gi
II Mills Rd. Saartlch .:|| Prayer! Meeting ||
li|| , I: M . Pastor V. Nordstrom ....|ii||
III MomrHSMMSCH ; :
AnglicaivEpiscopal
m Epiphany II ; 'T:!; |||
Mass PI 8:00a;m.!.Eucharist M
Sunday 11^^0:00a.m, ,!.,i..'.;Morm^^
Prayer, Church School








vyoM itiiitrit (Ilk) weltsmii al
9688 - arc) St: M
^,10:00 a,m.
The Rev. D. Mnlfne, S.S.C.




:■ ;■' •:? • a non-denornlriational'chuich meoting
Strvice (Nursery
! : ;;:' Special! Fellowship Hoiir :;.H Keating Einmenta'y Scixiol 
11 ;00 a.m............... Choral680 Cenltal .Saamcn Rt)
Euchari.st (Nursery) |;1 9.45 Communion ■!K;
"Pr
11:15







' Pastor teal'll: Ross Aiion (fi52-Z659|,
Cecil Dickinson (652-3301 LDaiiiri ’ :. jii||





.- OLDFIELD! : |
- T ;:;R0AD !. :;. i
GOSPEL CHAPEL ■'
; 5506 Oldliold Rd.
Sundays'!;::,-hi? 
;9:45 a,rn::;! ' ,:: Family Hour 
:'jj;;oo'a:.m;';:,': ;:;;;;;:,Worshif)









Coming of the Wise Men, with gifts of gold and 
frankinoense and myrrh, , and their worship. 
They went out to proclaim the glory of; 
Christmas, that “The Saviour is born”!
D() you? Do you return to wprk^ a 
season’, glorifying and praising God OR just 
slipping baek into a joyless routine? Have you 
returned with a chip on your shoulder OR with 
the peace of Christ in your heart: as you^T 
translate something of the glory of Christmas in­
to everyday living?^^^^^^^^^-
Ghristmas is more thah a sentimental ex­
perience: It is a living reality. It is God speaking 
to us and trying to arouse us to bedome what He 
intended us to be ‘sons of God’. We have a 
great opportunity right now, as we have just 
‘returned from Bethlehem’. it we have seen and
By Lydia Stewart 
Claremont is back from the 
holiday^ and students are ds busy : 
as' usual. Tlfe^studeht council; is 
planning many activities for the ’ 
:newyear.::l'
Debbie grade; 12,
placed first in our yearly Civilized 
contest; tied for second place 
were Elizabeth Bowkers and 
Teresa Betts. Contestants had to 
research answers to questions 
about a display such as who 
wrote the Huron Ch rist mas 
Carol, (answer is Father Jean De 
Brebeuf.)
flesh and dwells among us, then we know now 
that there is NO DBD GOD, NO DISTANT 
LCHRISTvbut a tiyiNaP^ 
bur ^nt change our lives, ready toig^ 
;thatfno;rnan;can';t ‘peace that:
passes understanding’.










Anglican Church of Canada





,,.. Annointod SB 
.Bible Ministry p
Ii ' , " THURSDAY ®
iii 7:00 p'.m. Bible Study
|!Sl . fei. I
Ilf'' "Proacliing tho Christ'Ula .|p ; 
ii ' In Charismatic Fullness," :;g
, your friendli'^
Pa&tnr Etnia Kratotll 










SlONEV * NOniH SANICH
REti. R. JI0RI PRATT ; 
Off: 656-3213 Rei,; 656 1930
ST. JOHN'S
I09MI Wtil SiNiNIth Read
^:9:30
ST. PAi»!;S
juflwuiiiviiiw ; . :
ll;()Oa.m ; rfmiilv Service 
.: and Sunday .School
Behold; t bringiydu good tidings Of great joy'I 
The Tgpod tidings’ of TK 
l.Ofd. 'He beepmef
accept Him as such. I trust and pray that you 
have seen and heard'that'goo
First prize was dinnei for two 
at the Parrot House Restaurant, 
second prize was chocolates.
To shed turkey pounds on 
Boxing Day 24 people look part 
in Claremont’s annual boxing 
day run which lasted one hour; .! 
Leaders were Brandon DePot 
with 3R laps, Mr. Ruffles with 36 
laps and Paddy Jaques with 31 :
: laps. Congratulation^ to 
everyone that finished the run!
: A skating party was held Jan. 5 
;at Panorama Leisure Centre; The 
student’s council wiould like to 
! t luin k the st a f f lor: hel pit ng to 
make it possible.
The senior Igirlsi basketball; 
team lost a close game agaihsi 
j Sicllys; 27-25;; vyhilc the junior 
girls basketball team easily 
defeated Belmont in their first 
;!; \'1eagucTame;;;;';!,;'''
The senior boys basketball 
:tcani played an excellent ganK.
I held several practises over 
the itdliday Which obviously paid 
; off;They beat Stellys 78 - 38 and ■ 
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By HELEN LANG
By HELEN LANG 
Today more information 
regarding your seed orders, 
prepared by the provincial 
department of agriculture in the 
person of Dick Keepence, who 
has been a valuable source of all 
sorts of gardening information 
which 1 will continue to pass on 
to you.
In his article he says: .
The varieites listed (in last 
weeks column) were available in 
1982 from one or more of the 
Canadian seed companies listed 
below, or Canadian outlets 
selling UK seeds and two 
American seed houses. Many 
varieties of plants are described 
in seed catalogues as being
“tolerant”, 
‘resistant” etc. All these con­
ditions can change in their in­
tensity from year to year.
He goes on to describe these 
terms:
Tolerant - the ability to 
withstand the adverse condition 
caused by a disease.
Resistant - the ability of a plant 
to restrict the activities of a 
certain pest.
Immune - absolutely able to 
resist attacks from pests or 
diseases ( we need more of 
■'vthese!).\.
Susceptible - likely to be ad­
versely affected by conditions 
caused by diseases, pests, vveather : 
or chemical damage. (Don’t 
bother with these!)
Maturity days - indicates 
approximate time from seed 
emergence to usable stage subject 
to weather conditions being 
favourable.”
Dick,then provides, us with a 
list of seed cdrnpahies where last: 
week’s seed varieties may be: 
purchased.
•Island Seed Company - 4941 
West Saanich R.d ., Vietbria; ^
®T & T Seeds Ltd., - Box 1710, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C, 3P6.
•Stokes Seeds Ltd. - 39 James 
Street, St. Catherines, Ontario.
•Dominion Seed House - 
Georgetown, Ontario L7G, 4A2.
•Simpson-Sears Ltd. - Vic­
toria. -“Thompson and 
Morgan” seeds. “McKenzie” 
seeds.
•Woodwards Florist - 635 Fort 
St., Victoria, B.C. -“Suttons” 
seeds.
•Buckerfields Ltd. - 506 
Pandora Ave., Victoria.
•Burpee Seed Co. - Riverside, 
California 92502.
•Harris Seeds - Moreton Farm, 
Rochester, N.Y. 14624.
One thing l am going to order 
for sure is a package of mixed 
leaf lettuce seed, number 748'in 
the Dominion Seed catalogue, on 
page 16. To this I’ll add some 
Great Lakes head lettuce seed, . 
and a sprinkling of Romaine 
white cos (for those delectable 
Caesar salads) and plant them all 
together in one big bed.
In the summer all we will need 
to do is go outside carrying the 
salt, pepper, salad dressing and a 
plate, sit down in the middle of 
the bed, and start to eat! :
A lovely story from a caller 
today concerning her azalea 
plant. This mad plant has 126 
flowers on it right now, with 
some still unopened buds, and it 
covers ; the whole top of her: 
television set.
What tickles me, and makes 
me realize that plants are 
determined to survive in spite of 
us, not because of us, is her story
725 blooms under Mrs. Jan Ford's green thumb.
about this azalea.
The plant is six or seven years 
old, but is still in a si.x-inch pot. It 
is sitting in the corner of the 
room in her apartment (not in the 
window). The apartment is warm 
(azaleas like it cool). It fell off the 
balcony and a third of the plant 
was broken off in the fall. (If this 
could be called “pruning” you 
must admit that it was drastic!).
On the plus side, she puts it out
on the deck for the summer and 
fall, her apartment faces south, 
so there would be lots of light, 
and she fertilizes it regularly 
using “Job’s sticks”.
Frankly 1 think she talks to it, 
and gives it so much attention it 
flowers magnificently just to 
reward her. 1 have never met 
Mrs. Jan Ford of Brentwood, but 
I’ll bet you nickles both her 




The following arc this week's 
winners of the Subscribers’ Jan. 5 
Draw. Each will receive a free 
Winsday ticket after they haye 
identified themselves at The 
Review office, 2.367 Beacon.
M. iBritiert, 2545 Beaufort 
Road, Sidney; E. Graham, 2298 
Gail Place, Sidney; W. Gardner, 
;;2525■'■l;Shorcacrcs,;;^S^dncy;:.:'’'A,., 
James, 9407 Lauries Lane. 




Sidney and Saanich Pcninsttla 
Garden Club meets 7:30 p.m^ 
Jan. 17 at Margaret Vaughan- 
Birch Hall,4th St.. Sidney, Guest 
speaker Harry Hearns i —• a 
professional gardener —• will talk 





OR PERfSONS WHO 
BORROWED OUR HITACHI 
PORTABLE AM/FM/SW 
RADIO CASSETTE PLAYER 
|)leis« return to store to 










lExatnple; : ' 




EVEN LESS WITH TRADE
•r-
{Example




EVEN LESS WITH TRADE
TELEVISIONS
Example
Admiral 20” Color TV
Reg. $629.95
NOW,




Colonial: Sola a Chairs 
Nylon velvet covers.
Hog. $1299:95
EVEN LESS WITH YOUR TRADE
BEDROOM SUITES
3 pco; Bedroom SiiHos
EVEN LESS WITH 
YOURTRAOE
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WOODBUHNII^G Am H0P/9EHEATING
EQyiPilflEiT SEfUINAR
EXPERT PANEL DISCUSSION ON
•SHSTALLATiON 
•OPERATION OF EQUIPiiENT 
•INSURANCE, AND 
•GOVERNMENT ROGRAMMES.





DISTRICT OF NORTH SAAN8CH
HOTIOE TO DOG OWHERS
1983 Dog Licences are now due and payable: Licences purchased by 
the last day ol February will be SI0.00 lor all dogs.
Licences purchased on March Isl and thereafter Vi'ill be $12.00 lor 
all dogs.




4th & each subsequent impoundment ^
In addition a daily boarding fee of S4.00 will be charged.
Dogs are required to be under control at all times.






The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly,, 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more information 
call co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
Low range voices wanted by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you like 
barbershop-style singing, feel 
welcome to join this friendly 
group most Mondays at 7:30 
p.m. at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. For 
more information call 656-5301 
or 656-7828.
Can we help you? Call the 
Community Counselling Centre, 
9813-5th St., Sidney, 24-hour 
answering service. Call 656-1247.
Women’s Support Group. A 
discussion group for women 
dealing with their current needs. 
Newcomers welcome Thursday 
mornings at 10 a.m. in the
Community Counselling Centre, 
9813-5th Street, Sidney. For 
more information call 656-1247.
Grandparents—- are your 
grandchildren far away? A young 
mothers non-profit support 
group (Capita! Families) needs 
help with child care 1 Vi hours 
each week. Call Patti at 656- 
6296.
Understanding your child’s 
development is a four-part course 
for peninsula parents conducted 
by lecturer-parent-psychologist 
Larry Detweiler. Part one — 
From Conception to Two Years 
— begins .Ian. 17 at Sidney. For 
more information call the 
Community Counselling Centre 
at 656-1247.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) located at 2304 Oakville 
St., behind Sanseha Hall 
grounds, is open to Saanich 
Peninsula youth aged 13 - 18 
years. Clubhouse winter hours 
are 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mondays, 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and 7-11 
p.m. Saturdays.
Floor hockey at Sidney 
elementary school gym takes 
place 7 - 9 p.m. Wednesday. 
Special activities and events are 
planned on a, monthly basis. All 
activities are free and i no : 
T registration is required. Parent 
and teen enquiries welcome; For 
' more information call the :PCA 
of fice at; 656-0134:pr; drop by and
hall, 4th St., Sidney. At least five 
new members are to be initiated 
into the organization. All 
members are requested to attend.
Introduction to securities and 
investing is the subject of a 
workshop 7 •• 10 p.m. Jan. 31 at 
Panorama Leisure Centre. The 
workshop will discuss common 
debt, securities, RRSPs, income, 
safety, taxation, inve.stment 
funds.
The Peninsula Singers begin 
their new season Jan. 11 and new 
members are invited to attend. If 
you like to sing, want to learn, 
and have a bass, alto, tenor or 
soprano voice come and join the 
singers at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road at 
7:15 Tuesday evenings. For more 
information call 656-0268.
Is overeating creating problems 
in your life? Overeaters 
Anonymous can help. No dues, 
no weighing. Meetings are at 8 
p.m.. 9788 - 2nd Street, Sidney. 
Call 652-9931.
Pregnant and wondering what 
the future holds for you? Sidney 
Community Health Service 
offices of the Capital Regional 
District can help you. Join us and 
other couples in a comfortable 
atmosphere of learning: through 
films, slides, discussions and 
exercises. Register, nqw. Tn 
Sidney call 656-1188 
Attention Lady Bowlers. Any
formation call 656-6098.
The Peninsula Disarmament 
Group meets regularly. To help 
us, join us or just for information 
call 656-4842.
Sidney Activity Centre,
sponsored by CMHA and the 
community, meets Mondays 10 
a.m. - 1 p.m. in Margaret 
Vaughan Birch Hall, Han­
dicrafts, games, films, 
recreation, light lunch and an 
opportunity to meet others. For 
more information call 652-1483 
after 6 p.m. or 658-5414 week­
days.
The Saanich Peninsula 
Toastmasters Club now meets at 
7:30 p.m. Tuesday evenings at 
Central Saanich municipal hall, 
1903 Mount Newton.
The Peninsula Women’s .After 
Five Club plans a dinner party at 
Margaret-Vaughan Birch Hall. 
8687 - 4th St., Sidney 7 - 9 p.m. 
Jan. 31. Cost S8. Special feature- 
Classic drapes you’ll love. 
Speaker - Mrs. Heidi Dahyl, 
fashion consultant. Mu.sic by 
Sylvia James. Reservations - 
cancellation by Jan. 26. Call Sue 
at 652-4039 or Pat at 656-1419.
Legion Bingo will be held 7:30 
p.m. Jan. 21 at the Royal 
Canadian Legion Hall on Mills 
Road. Admission SI includes one 
card. Additional cards three for 
SI.
Meet new friends, singles and 
couples, and learn to square 
dance every Wednesday. 
Spares’n Pairs Square Dance 
Club. Call 652-5524.
Arney at 652-0416 or Donna at 
656-7450.
Yoga and Fitness classes begin 
Jan. 18 at Victoria Stress and 
Pain Centre, 5575 West Saanich 
Road, across from the Big Barn 
Market. Registration Jan. 18 and 
19, limited class size. Ten classes 
S35, one class $4. Tuesday 
evenings 5:30 - 7 p.m. or 
Wednesday morning 10 - 11:30 
a.m. For more information cal! 
Diane Cameron at 727-3451.
pick up a program at 9788 - 2nd ladies wishing to bowl in the
Street. Ladies' League at Miracle Lanes
All ages welcome to table on 3rd St., Sidney, Tuesday
tennis at Brentwood elementary morning or afternoon. Please
■school, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. Mon- contact: Judy Sjerven, 652-4275
days. More information 652-4580 or,Pam Van Ness, 656-4980.
';r.';,pf.r)r,652-1531 . , TTwtrU'rc .ri-andl —,;:or;6524l-531V: ,
Sidney Knights of Pythias plan 
their first meeting of ihe new year 
■ at 8 p. m. J an. i 2 i n t h e 1 odge
S';SidrieyTLTwiriefs,Tp and Iff Drum;: 
Corps take lessons at Sidney 
elemehtafy school; from 6l p.m. 
;Thursdays; ; For / more in-
5^' ‘'I SlUNDAY, JAN. 30th— 12 NOON
. . (REGISTRATION 9 AM- ri AMI
PRIZES- TROFMES
ivs;®
litY/WitiSUIT SALEM SALE $$ 
OPEM WATER DIVER COURSES 
. ........... 'lVtRY:'M0NTH.:T:
An interesting ivolunteer 
position is now available with the I 
opening of the Peninsula : 
Employment Centre. The: two! 
counsellors are so busy that they ; 
urgently require volunteers to 
man the front reception desk . If 
you have office training and 
would like to refresh your office 
skillS; and work with pleasant, 
interesting people, this might be 
just The position for you. Call 
Catherine Ozard or Judith 
Barrcu-Lennard at 656-0851 for 
an interview.
Many interesting courses from 
Communiiy Counselling are 
.starting in January. The Larry 
Detweiler course starts Jan. 17 at 
Camosun College from 7:30 to 
, 9:30 p.m,, no early registration
'■Lrequired.■'/'
This course is a must for all 
couples contemplating a family
or for; parctits with tbddlefs.;
linSitliniY util
LOCATED IN THE HOTEL SIDNEY
SUK. 9 AM'1PM
L'l-L
.rT;; Ensuing;;/ scssions;;':;vWill'-::;;'Cover’ 
development up - the years to
now to participate in this in­
formal ive and relaxed course 
f i mighi; jtist ; prevem years of 
. problems, doubts, etc. while you
I with the challenge of: laising: a ' 
;;;/::;family loclayc;
Disciissipri Group will be helcl on 
; ,a;\V'cekiy basis at tliie Counsclilng: 
Cemre, ; 9813-5ih Street every 
Wednesday from 1 ;30 to 3 p.mv 
Issues of concern lo women will 
be tliscussetl and will cover a 
brotui range of siilTects, in* 
eluding parenjing and current 
1 hcorics such as lioiiTic medicine. 
piin:,;:656*1247'';;fbrT'. furihcrc'in*'" 
forhiation,
T;js\1herc'i'a" self-help ■ scries ^you': 
.// ■ysouid beiptcrcsted, in?;:Aicquesii..' 
has,come,in 1’or a"scric.s'bn,living, 
with elderly parents. All Tp 
:';arc ■■givcn.;cons,idefa{io»r:and:ibne" 
benefit o(; gening together with 
otl'iers haying similar problems is 
the assurance thm no prohlcm is 
unicpic and there is strength iit 
,,,' hat. Ivi'iO'b iedge,....
;/,eall:/, either ;;656b242A>r/'656-,:^ 
bP'1;.,^*’';ybh:.have"any;.suggestcd' 
■:„.:io,pjcs,or areas ofeoncern.''''
Still coming in from 
;';;jbrnilicbhclped at;:Chrt|tmavw^^
;,' toys,hamiKsi'b'■ and 'T^,eninstd5t 
:".''01d and ;New';votichm.'- It,;tbt!y 
'cornmuriitY’effbrt. ■'




After a restful but seemingly 
short holiday, Stelly’s students 
are milling about. The first few 
days seemed agonizingly painful 
and tiring but students are once 
again fitting into the groove of 
school life!
As it is only the first week back 
from the holidays, very little has 
happened in the realm of sports 
or activities with the exception of 
senior basketball. The senior 
girls’ basketball team were 
victorious in both of their games 
by narrow margins. Against a 
strong fourth quarter Claremont 
team, Stelly’s managed to hold 
on to win with a score of 28-21.
Senior bovs fared less
favourably against a very strong 
Claremont team, losing quite 
decisively. The boys bounced 
back with a close and exciting 
victory over Esquimau 51-50.
Brian Elvedahl was the team 
hero when he scored the winning 
basket with only three seconds 
left showing on the clock! 
Congratulations to both teams.
On Jan. 15 Stelly’s will be 
featuring everyone’s favourite 
movie, Bambi. Also on Jan. 29, 
the silver slipper movie Cm- 
derella for young and old viewers 
alike.
Stelly’s Theatre Company will 
be performing its modern version
of Shakespeare’s play The 
Merchant of Venice. The 
production will run four nights 
from Jan. 18-21. Be sure not to 
miss this entertaining production.
Also coming up is the senior 
girls' invitational basketball 
tournament Jan. 28 and 29.
Slelly’s Thought of the Week:
There’s only one problem with 
holidays, you never seem to have 
anything to do during the 
holidays and usually end up 
silting around. Then when you’re 
back at school, you feel that it 
was too short! The truth of the 
matter is you never know how 




JANUARY 15th to 29th
“EVERYTHING ON SALE"
10% to 7S% DISCOUNT
FANTASTIC DEALS TO BE INADE
764 RODERICKS!., VICTORIA 384-5011
Most thoughts of Christmas 
vacation have disappeared with a 
week of school behind us. With 
an extension of three days, the 
three-week holiday was a nice 
break from assignments, 
homework, and tests.
Many Panthers enjoyed their 
days skiing, sailing, shopping, 
relaxing and, of course, eating. 
Now our dance and P.E. classes 
have to work twice as hard to get 
us back into shape!
No doubt Christmas gifts will 
be on display for a little while 
longer — digital-clock pens 
seemed to be a popular present 
this year.
Now, as we step into 1983, 
Parkland is due for a special 
event. The school was con­
structed in 1973 and is celebrating 
its 10th year this September.
A note from December;
The four-day Air-Band 
Competition concluded Dec. 14 
when finals were held. In first 
> place was Mackay, Tiro
4 Clarke, and Jerry Goo/re with 
their impression of J/m/i/enc/nx. 
They were awarded $50 in prize 
money. Kerry Farquharson, 
Chrys Sheppherd, Cathy 
Presunka and Denise Allan 
■ strolled away with a $25 second 
prize by singing Tony Basil’s 
Mickeyc The competition proved 
a fun and zesty way to end 1982.
The days are lessening each
Prices
Effective;





RUs^pcuTs ..... lb. m kg
FOODS
Home of SUPER savings!
\n Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS:
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30





the Parkland Panthers. Frazzled 
nerves begin on Jan. 25 and it’s 
difficult to relax until the end of 
Jan.'28...'
Fortunately, behind the dark 
clouds there is a rainbow. 
Parkland’s first skr trip is 
scheduled to be held Jan. 31. This 
will be a day to forget your cares 
, at the peak of the mountain and 
refresh your thoughts while 
; sailing through the powder.
Second semester changeover 
occurs Feb. 1, and ,the clock 
begins to tick once again.
The event calendar is being 
compiled for early-spring 
beginning m\]\ a. Toga Day [Bs 
month, and a Valentine’s Dance 
Feb. 16. Students council also has 
a rally and video game 
championship in the works, plus 
various ot her surprizes. ;
Grassroots arc continuing 
rehearsals fat 5ea, in 
preparation for their upcoming 
road trip up island.
';V;,;'''";;;‘';■^^>o^t.s,:Sav»e;:^Thc,scnior■'■bqyS.'"■
baskcthalf tekm worked off all ?
quarter of the game, to come 
back 20 points and only lose by 
two Jan, 4 to Oak Bay (f‘/VA^’: 
sv league). TW'o days later they 
pulled ahead of Reynolds to clip 
their wings Kevin Ottewellf
f surpassed his previous scoring 
record by raking in 29 points, It's 
30 or more next game Kev!
Senior girls vycre extinguished 
by Reynolds Jan. 6 but didn’t 
■ ;^;''givc up.,::;'.
Junior girls basketball is hot,
; recording ; another crushingi 
victory 51-16 against Dunsmuit 
;1n:'titc:'fit'st"' lcagpc:^gamc':Jan,''5,;,." 
Their play in exhibition games 
.;.vvas.,,exceptional ■^-^.t'hc,: season,-, 
.‘looks .'bright',: Melville shov




Centfaf: -'"Saanich, ;.:BdysV:J,ah'd:'’' 
'’P OirH', Club; winterTtrogrstms; are:
'' "''':'ndw''',underway;.' ;,If ■ ybur..'.chi!d "B: 
seven''years; fflpd.iTtt*::" 
terested'in -:''crafi$i'";’^sporiSi,
::ceramics, .".rnodel,;;i building":.; and 
inprc,;'call:,'Marion:Pfiee'-a't;:383*,^ 
10',schooi;.';"busing; 
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ARCHER-WEISNER
T.V., VIDEO, STEREO ^ ^ ^
mm UWENTHnr
'Til© Qmisty Goes in 
® Before the ifame Goes On”
3 YEAR WARRANTY
20” COMPACT TABLE TV
MODEL SY1927W
COIVIPUTER SPACE COMMAND® REMOTE 
CONTROL^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Simulated American Walnut finish. Front framed in dark 




:- ^2S” REMOTE control';-
MODEL SY2535E
COMPUTER S P A C E C 0 M M A N 0®
r:;:'.;,:::REM0TE:C0NTR0L':'-;'
[Swivels for "easy viewing-: Contemporary console: Fuik ’ 
recessed swivel: base. : Antique: .OakfTinish applied^^^




20” (48 cm) Colour TV with Remote 
Control
Model 4275
' • Cable;" ready ‘On screen ’ time,; and. [channel display
^[•Programmable scan'tuning; to 'Sequentially [Scan only
.those channels you wish to watch •Random access in­





26" (63 cm) Colour Consoles wilh Automatic Picture 








i' ' ‘V'* 'ih-VVlVi'f ci-'i'.'i '■ i h''’I'i
ISvi'M, 1::'s h,
f's,' ‘;',s -i'; .'n'l r; v;;’ ;'ll ii i1' ' ii •) 'I'.'-W i ,■.'■[ i.’i !,( i':-::-', - ■ 'iV'T'IV




1t)4 cm wide >: 46:3 cm'
iURHAfVITIS4«d06
"-'s'dcepix 70. cm high
;:;''(60,,6/3"W;x;3'9‘.hO,:X:,27:0/16",H),,,,
Reg. $1169.00 NOW





20” lEUm SYSTEf^ 3 CONSOLES 
WiTiimppNCEO^;:SPACE:;PlfON&
MODEL SY2577P
COIVIPUTER 804100 REMOTE CONTROL with 
ADVANCED SPACE
iTimeless.beauty. Imposing French Provincial styled con- 




CdMPlfTEB SC4100 REMOTE CON­
TROL with ADVANCED SPACE
■pMONE';:^'f‘'^;;■
Gracefully; proportioned.; Contemporary styled console, 
Full, recessed base, Casters. Oak veneers fop and ends. 
Front, control panel door and base^ of Oak solids, Fintire 








•Best Little Whorehouse in Texas 
; •Poltergeist;;
•Secret Policeman’s Ball 
■."•Diner;'
.Summr Lovers
SALES 0 SERViCe • RENIYaLS
..We' CAffV, hlihli
1";
' 1, '.'..i.'hi,: ,'''■: TV, VIDEO, STEREO -i!: '•
ALL PRICESIFFEGTIVE 
'TIL JAN. 29; 1983
656*5114 OcivenimBnt CBrliflod Technicians





Wednesday, January 12, 1983 Bl. COMMUNITY
People,
Things
By JUNE GREEN 
George Aylard attended the 
Monday night meeting of the 
North Saanich council planning 
and zoning committee to ask that 
council hold a public meeting to 
discuss proposed residential 
development at Brackenhurst 
Farms. This meeting would not 
be a public hearing, but would 
provide information and allow 
for some public reaction to 
present proposals for develop­
ment.
Mayor Jay Rangel proposed 
that the meeting be arranged by 
the committee to air the 
Brackenhurst plan. It is a 
departure from the present 
community plan, he said.
The committee voted to hold 
the meeting, and chairman. Aid. 
Eric Sherwood, added that 
“other questions could be aired 
at such a meeting. WeTl set a 
date.”
In other committee business 
the members considered two
.separate requests for permission 
to subdivide small parcels of 
land, just over two acres, within 
the Agricultural Land Reserve. 
They supported a request by 
D.A. and R.A. Chandler to 
subdivide, so their daughter and 
son-in-law could build a per­
manent residence, and recom­
mended that the land be left in 
the A.L.R. even though the 
property would be assessed as 
farm land while being used for 
residential purposes.
The second request to sub­
divide land within the A.L.R. by 
W. and L. Hill, was not sup­
ported by any members of 
council.
“I don’t think we can apply the 
considerations we gave to the 
other one,” Sherwood said, “I 
recommend it be denied.”
The first parcel had only one of 
its boundries adjoining to 
agricultural land. The second 
parcel was surrounded on all 
sides by farmland.
Alderman Edgar Farthing 
asked to have the reasons for 
supporting the first application 
clarified and was given four 
reasons.
The Chandler properly was 
just over two acres, the soil was 
poor where the house was to be 
built, of questionable viability 
for agricultural purposes, and 
Alderman Alan Cornford added 
that long-standing use by one 
family in the area might deserve 
special consideration.
The long discussion led to a 
motion by Rangel requesting the 
Agricultural Land Commission 
to conduct a review of 
agricultural land in the North 
Saanich district. The review 
should include all land in North 
Sanaich having agricultural 
potential. The motion was passed 
unanimously.
“We need to find out if we 
have land in the reserve that 
should not be there, and if some
has been left out that should be 




Central Saanich police were 
called Friday afternoon to an 
accident at East Saanich and 
Veyaness Rd. which resulted in 
$2,500 total damage.
Sam Hansen, 69, of Bakerview 
Place, Sidney, was given a ticket 
for failing to leave a stop sign in 
safety. His truck received an 
estimated $200 damage while the 
other vehicle, a small station- 
wagon driven by Helen Styan, 47, 
of 7675 East Saanich Rd. 
received an estimated $2,000 
damage. There was some $300 
damage done To mail boxes and 
shrubs.
First baby of the New Year born at S 
Hospital Jarif 6 sleepfAh arrns of 0oud morn. Yburig Jaepb 
Adam is fourth child of Wendy and Graham llaymes and 
weighed in at whopping II pounds seven ounces.
Murray Sharratt Photo.
;V
ByJOHN GREEN 32,610 af presenf lb 50,500 by
Municipal councils are 1991 and 92,500 by 2001.
currently studving a proposed Population of the entire region 
revision of the Capital Regional is 233,480 now, with growth
Plan which would concentrate predicted to 280,500 by 1991 and
growth during the next 20 years 342,000by 2001. 
in the urban core and the western Because growth on t he 
communities rather than on the peninsula is expected to be
Saanich Peninsula, moderaie, the present tran-
They received the plan at the sportaiion system is considered
end of last year and have imiil the adequate, with im new arterial or
end of February to comment oh secondary highways proposed,
it. Most of the area of Central
Because the CRD cltose lhef and NortlvSaanich is zoned rural 
optibtf of directing growth to the: ;7and \vovtld remain so, with a^^ 
western communities rather than Miong effort to prevent the loss 
to the peninsula, local of good agricultural land to
municipalities are not greatly urban developmcm. 
affected by the new proposals. “,^gric^dtllral policies.” the 
Municipal plans arc in much plan states, “should c.xtcnd
more detail than the regional beyond reserving land and
plan, hut can not be in conllict limiting its use to certain types of
with it, development. Regional Plan
Thcfcgional planners predict a policies should also focus support 
Total population of 36,000 in the w fdragricultural use',
Three peninsula mnriicipalidcs ^ between
the year 2001 . but with ifiost of agricultural operations and urban
the growth Taking place in thef uses should be minimized
first lOycars, s whefever possible, Farming
Sidney population is expected needs, such as thc availability of
‘ to grow fronr 7,950 to 9,000 by irrigation water and adequate
1991, with no further growth, draittagc;. should he given priority
Central Saanich i ds expected i f
grow from 10,730 tOi 14,000 by On; the peninsula The plan 
1991 f arid id 15,500 by 2001. shows "Urban 1” areas at
TNorth:''Saanich:'fs;cxpcctedf:To:Sidiicy,,:';Dcan'^^;'ParF;'‘Estates,''■■ 
grow ft;om 6,260 to 10,500 by SaaiPchton, Brentwood Bay,
1991 and to 11,500 by 2001. Keating Ridge and Tufgoose
Saanich, which now has 89,000 Poh«V Oecp C:pve is 
people, is expected to grov/ to “Urban 2”, a designation it
101.OfK) by 199r arid 111,000 by : shares Tvlih the . Langford
200L'-'' "v ^T"'::T,'Colvyood;'arca,.ywhilc ;Ardtnorc,';;
I'or the combined core Cloaky'Hill, Curtejs jPoirii and
municipalities of Saanich, I andsend arc "Rural
Victoria, Qak Bay and bsqmmaU Kcsiduiiii,ii,“ 
predicted growth is from HS,950;^ r*i„dustrial’’ areas
now to 196,500 in 1991 and sire at Keating Crossroad and tlie 
213,500 iri2001. northeast corner ofthe airport/
ffl/VTlte' big''increase is cxpectedTii'.v/ The. .plan', proposes.'a .regional;: 
/.'"l,angford,"CoIwood, View Royal/f:;'jrtui.'svTem;liukfng 'major:parks,: 
and Mcichosjn., with iptal key Poiius of imetest and major 




AND WE’RE VICTORIA’S 
NEWEST FINANCIAL 
INSTITUTION. .
With assets over $200 
million and 11 Ipcatioas 
al! over Greater Vietbria, 
First Paciftc Credit 
Union represents a conri-; 
rnitment to bringing 
the riiost efficientjvwde- 
rar^ng and most person­
alized hnandal services 
: tb; the'peoplebf'Vietori^^^ 
arid; the suriburidirig area.
First Pacific Credit 
Union provides InteP 
Branch access to mem­
bers’accounts from 
all dver Greater Victoria - FIRSr RATE SERVICE FOR GREATER VICTORIA
from dowritown to : T 
Sidney from Brentwood 
Bay to the Gorge and 
back dowritown again!
Imagine being able 
to access your account 
from almost anywhere 
in Greater Victoria!
Plus, Rrst Pacific > 
Credit Union has four 
automated
locations and more on 
the way so you can 
avoid liheuppandabce^ 
your account 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week!
11 locations around 
Greater Victoria - the 
firsfiri a long series of 
reasons Why First PacifiG 
Credit Union means: 
First Rate Service tor 
Greater Victoria!
: V(Yi;v{r)VAl'WI«(Aw'™W 1 wkiVAriAV'HftAIlM^ *
'f,
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Cliassis Lube ^Change Filter
Oil Change up to 41. ^Vacuum Interior
AH©
WE WILL OiEOIC YOOR
®Fluid Levels
•Brake Linings & Master Cylinder 
eignition •Exhaust System 
•Lights ©Lights
*2195
VANS AND TRUCKS — EXTRA CHARGE
Two weeks ago 1 wrote an 
article on prostitution in the 
Victoria area, then after many 
phone calls began thinking about 
the other side of the issue.
What do these “girls of the 
night” want, how many are 
there, and what do they think of 
the social issues involved?
Last Thursday I wandered 
downtown and did some mini­
research. I told prostitutes who I 
was, what 1 was going to do, and 
the following is the results of 
conversations with five women.
All spoke openly and willingly 
about what they do and why they 
do it. All were local girls, born 
and bred. Currently there are 
about seven girls working the 
streets on a regular basis — in the 
summer the number jumps to 
about 35, mostly local girls but 
some from Vancouver and some 
from Calgary.
The average age is 24 but there 
are some as young as 15 and 16 
years of age.
All the girls 1 talked to have 
been in the business for at least 
four years and all enjoyed doing 
what they do for a living. All had 
tried other jobs as secretaries and 
waitresses but prefer working as 
prostitutes.
All girls were in favour of 
legalization of prostitution.
All vv'ere in favour of being 
licenced through a health 
department.
All were in favour of working 
out of a facilty rather than having 
to work the streets.
Their reasons for the above 
were the following.
•Legalization would remove
the youngest girls from the streets 
— those who were most sub- 
ceptible to being hurt. (Possibly, 
but primarily because the health 
department would not give them 
a license.)
•It would cut down on the 
number of housewives who ply 
the trade trying to make e.xtra 
money, because these women 
would not wish to be identified 
through applying for a license.
• If they were licensed and in a 
facility and could advertise there 
would be no need for procurers, 
hence the diminished possibly of 
organized crime becoming in­
volved.
•Licensing would (or could) 
limit the niimber of girls to a per- 
capita population. The police 
then could arrest those girls who 
were operating without a valid
business license.
All of the girls 1 spoke to went 
for a medical check-up on a 
weekly basis and had been 
thoroughly instructed by their 
doctors what to be aware of in 
terms of diseases.
They would not mind paying a 
business tax or income tax.
Three of the five girls 1 spoke 
to were active members of an 
organized and orthodox religion.
At this point 1 am not going to 
comment on the implications of 
prostitution and its positive or 
negative components. What I 
would rather do is hear from 
readers and get their point of 
view. Readers should write to me 
c/o The Review and I will try to 
answer all letters without using 
names. But please include name 
and address in your letters.
Do you have a problem, are 
you concerned wilh the slate of 
your marriage, the behaviour of 
your children? Do you need help? 
George Kurbatoff is a 
psychologist living in Central 
Saanich. As a community service, 
he invites letters from concerned 
readers. Replies will be given 
through his regular, weekly 
column. Write: George Kur­
batoff, c/o The Review, Sidney, 
P.O. Box2070, V8L 2S5.
For your convenience, 




The fol!o\A/ing is a selection of postage rates which 
will apply, as of January 45th. 1983. for the delivery of 
'Canadian and Intefnatibhairnail.





Parcels (to 30 kg) 




; Ist ClasS;;;:. $2.60 
T,';fT,L^ Parcel Post$1.38 
Vancouver to Winnipeg (2 kg) 1st Class Lv .:; $4 J7
ParcelPost.'\:;.;.''$1.9t'' 
Halifax to Montreal (2 kg) ; 1 st Class ... . v $3.60,
Parcel Post.''$1.70:; 
Ottawa to Toronto (2 kg) ist Class ..... $2.97
:'.V,'''Vi;:'1 Parcel Post.;. $1.59
Non-standard letter rate (0:- 30'd)V. . .:, .^ ..
This rate applies only oh metered and permit mail that does : 
not include poslal codo or meet postal standards (eg, si2e);
All letters bearing poslage stamps and all standard letters 
remain at 3
be'32(t'.i:'"'




' ■ a legal ■ question?;; V' 
A new free service
MAL-MgW;;
Legal information 
just a free 
phone call away!
Find oul about your legal rights.
Learn about specific legal topics. 
Pre-recorded tapes give you practical 
14^ information on various subjects 
c including civil rights, consumer law, 
criminal law, employment,Tairiily ; ; ;;:
:: law, immigration-law, landlord and 
tenant, mental health, real estate,
: small claims, wills and estates, 
juveniles and the law. If you request, ' 
you may be referred to other 
organizations.for further assistance. ■
DIAL-A-LAW 
687-4680
;Service available Monday-Friday 
8:30 aim. to 4:30 p.m. Out of the 
Vancouver area, phone collect... 
it’s free to all in British Columbia.
A public service Operated by the 
B.C. Branch, The Canadian Bar 
; Association and funded by the 
Law Foundation of B.G.
for parents
A group workshop with the 
; emphasis on “beyond parent 
effectiveness training” : yvilL be ­
held; 'by :psychologistV G 
Kurbatoff.
Emphasis will be on such 
topics as:
•Listening to your children and 





adolescents are “coming from”. 
•HafdTove.
•Ownership of problems. 
•Morality as a virtue - and
.^,more..::
A total of seven workshops 
with limited enrolment will be 
held to enable participants the 
maximum of participation. Fee is 
S35 per person for seven; two- 
hour workshops, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
Wednesday s ,begi nning J an .26.
For niorc information call 
George KurbatofT at 652^-4213 







/Airmail letters/aerograms and;pQstcards‘{();{2d;^g);.64<l!: M 
Unsealed greeting rards;—•ainnail-T 
Unsealed greeting cards surface' ."(0-h20g)37«l!,;,pit
The following postage rafe will apply as of 
: February 15th.T98l
;,Standlard;ieUor rate''
1st Class Letters (0 > 30 g)...,,. .......
A variety of rates apply to different 
tybes of mail. You can have complete 
information by contacting your local
'32^ mm
ClanadJii
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SALE DAYS WED. - THDRS. JAN. 12, 13, 14, 15, 1983
QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED 
WHILE STOCKS LAST








YORKREAI^S WITH pome ........... .5i





YORK CHOICE WHOLE C •«i





McCAIN 7” TENDER CRISP 
Pi2ZA DELUX OR PEPPERONI 235g
398 mL .............. 'iED ilPHEY EEmS
PALMOLIVE
BAR S©AP 3-90gbars ................
PARKAY
^ A R 6 A R1 ^ E 1.36 kg/3 ib. . .
HALO
SIIAliP©0 NORMAL OR OILY 225 mL ..............
COLGATE
lOOTliPASTE
CARNATION RANCH CUT 0k g%.
FiEiCi FRIES soog........:........... ..i



















YORK BEEF, CHICKEN OR TURKEY
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PENINSULA DIREQORY
of PROFESSIONS/GOODS (ind SERVICES ...
Adams
Mann
2412 D Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
, _ 656-5551
HincheY! & Co. certified general accountants,
CLASSIFIEDS




ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
2412 BEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you








2072 Henrv Ave. Sidney — 656-0652
CONWIAC AUTOUflOTiVE







2489 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
WEST VANCOUVER HORSESHOE BAY 
large new duplex, one block to 
everything including marina. Inlaw suite, 
lease $1,000.00. per unit. $160,000.00. 
per unit. George Riebel, phone 112-987- 
0717. na-2
PENINSULA DIRECTORY






^ ^ CUSTOM PIPE BENDING




. 9429 Oanora .
616-2921
866-0434
EARTH SHELTERED HOME PLANS 
(since 1979), R.R. 2, Qualicum Beach, 
B.C. VOR 2T0. Dozens of designs, lasting 
luxury, sensible economy. Call 112-248- 
3083. Mail $5.00 plus $1.00 for han­
dling. na-2
SHOREACRES COVE WATERFRONT 
strata development. Four superb lots 
with protective covenant; underground 















2387 Beacon SiS-7333 
OBIFTWOOO OEUTBE
GREATLY REDUCED by owner, Vz acre 
1,800 sq. ft. home, 24-30 work shop, 
$125,900,658-8928. 1387-3
j ^ p®'"’ ®®''ff'tCC«tCC4- truck, body repair, rust
2081 AMELIA AVE., SIDNEY
cut out, or fibreglassing. 
I.C.B.C. Tow, Reason­





©Sertified Body Shop sRadiator Repairs
•Auto Glass ^ ^ ®Frame Repairs •Courtesy Cars Available
;■ Westcoast;;; -i"''-'
' Garburetioss Go. Tnc.
Reasonable rates! 
Keating Industrial Park






■ Windows - Floors - Carpets FREE ESTtMATES
Homes & Ofrices 
Gutter Cleaning






as 3-7 ©4 2





Foi? *20 A jyiotMT
mmssis^&MM&ss^siss.
BART BUITENDYK
Long-TImo Sidney Dullder : 
Renovate & Save! FREE ESTIMATES
656-4915:!:;
Now specializing In Finishing Carpen­
try, Cabinets and Buill-lns, Rumpus 
Rooms. Repairs, Additions, Custom- 
made Window Shutters.
—- NO JOB TO SMALL —
KEVIN CURRAN ( (Renovations, additions, finishing:
■ carpentry & Cusiom furniture; *
Carpenter & Jolnor Rolorencos available.
, '
Quality Work -»Free Esllmates 656-7370
ewipc.(4TiAL 06si«^j/p«y>finwi5 
' ee.niPtwTUL <wi.TBd<'.-rlou 
• riN 1«H<;viiB,'ffl,W''ITY 
cA6iMer»/rur,uiTyKB
NtfAMriUlSeN DESKMLRItUILDM SiONIY, B.C, SSft-niMt
■V;t
•Affortlablo Custom Homos 
•Framing, finishing, sdditlons ami




•NEW CONSTRUCTION •ADDITIONS 
•RENOVATIONS 'FARM BUILDINOS
CONTACT JOHN KENNEDY DAY OR EVE, 652-2394
lLITtl®E:;»40UNTAIN;.
: J J:\Smlng.SMtildi 
•Rtineral Conlracling 






ELWOOD E. THOMPSON CONTRACTOR LTD.
:,X'tii'vCf(!tcCrivewayf* ConcreteW4ierpr«tmgi;:;-:v:.::t,.,'<i
..RshPomls: . V . OuatiyTiles; ..... .^ HoiwRonovptipns,
'■'■Phor)e'656-3881TofTfceTsiliiTate-^''-
SIDNEY CONDOS
THIRD STREET 2 bedroom, 
bathroom suite, $59,900. (Only 
blocks from Beacon Ave.)
SIDNEY, fully serviced lots in new sub., 
from $33,900, $3,000 federal grant 
available, 479-6058 or479-8987. 1437- 
3
MARINA PARK 1 bedroom suites pric­
ed from $44,900 to $49,900.
DRIVE BY 2203 Amelia. 2 BDR on the 
main floor & 1 down. Also family and 
rec.:room down completely finished. 
Asking price $89,900, Open to offers.
Cal! KAI JACOBSEN 





NORTH SAANICH (South of 
Experimental Farm). A delightful, 
custom built home. Two bedrooms and 
an extra high, full basement. Good views 
of straits, islands, Olympics and Mt. 
Baker. Easy care .6 acre property with 
circular driveway and extra parking. 
Large sundeck and carport. Asking 
$128,000. Courtesy to all realtors. To 
view, pleasecall656-4517. 1463-3
SHERWOOD’S Government certified technician paji pyic 
TV-RADIO ^'*1^ 35 years experience in Eiec- i *7
CLINIC tronic Maintenance and Repairs., OOO-ffrA l. /
T.R. SK5TT
ELECTRICIAN







“No Job Too Small’
656-5604
Real Estate 
; - For Rei^t•
Thorne - Lennon Electric (1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, bIc. V8L3A6





AMHERST AND 3rd STREET
1 & 2 bedroom apartments ayailable 
immediately andXebruary 1;;::'
5 applicances and fireplace.
















: ; Sat; 7-3 p.m.
Cal! GRANT GUILLET 388-6454 




Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
MARINA PARK - SIDNEY 
'-$43,900
Quiet lop floor one bedroom unit In 
v^atertront condominiunr complex ad­
jacent to marina. Unit ::has targe 
sundeck with . western exposure; 
Building otters: many amenities , in­
cluding controlled enlrance, elevator, 
tsauna and workshop,: :
:i.BRENliwpOD: BAY, ;:furnished;]units.: 
(Kitchenettes, dishes,teazle T^pF^ree 
parking,maid (service, Available weekly 





> ^ ^ Excavating S|(S0^S Trucking
56-2405
EQUIPPED ROOMS for rent. Echo: Inn 
Motel. Couples and singles only. No pets. 
Call from 5 to 7 pm. 652-2234 . 1357-5 ;
SIDNEY DUPLEX. 3 bedrooms,: IVz 
baths, fenced yard, fireplace, full 
basement, carport. No pets, references. 
$585 and $650 permonth. 656-4066. 2
SIDNEY DUPLEX, 3






Near new and,beautifully maintained , 
Mo-step home on large sunny lot close 
to downtown Sidney, ('3( bedroom,
FULLY FURNISHED suite. 2 bedroom, 
kitchen, bathroom, large lving( room. 
Fisher stove, piano, wall to wall. Close to 
beach. Non smokers, working couple, 1 
child, no pets. ( Utilities provided. ; 
Laundry facilities. $550 p.m. 658-1589 
(weekends or after 5 p,m: weekdays.







•Sewers :: •Walermains : (
•Sevver, Hookups •Hydro ScTeiephone, Ductwork





.Trucking: Excavating: and Backhoe \A/ork.:
556 Downey Road 
R.R.1, Sidney, B.C.
656-3159
APPRDX. 4 MONTHS. Adults. Furnished






•backtioe service ( 
•plowing, cultivating 
■ & rotovating ;/ 












ROOM FOR RENT. 9601 7th St, 1391-2
TViiO BEDRM:, duplex for rent. Utilities
included, (no (pets. $475: per mo: 
References.656-4066 or656-9l04.





















i 2 ac/wooded: parcel i (with(ponds,Cat 
the end ol,a country lane,(Only 
years old,(this rancher contains Si00 
:sq: |t;:on the main lloor, arid has ad0 
’ll, higli baseinent: Let: nto show 
ail (the leaturos; ol 'jhis great ontor> 
tainor! The bank says (.'SELL''...-so 
come and make your otter!!.: Asking 
.$189,000;
KAREL
ONE BEDROOM apartment, w-w carpet, 
cable TV, hot water, fridge, range. Sorry 
no pots dr childreh. Available Feb. 1, 
1983.656-1673, 1390-3
THREE BDRM. duplex, $550 p.m,





: Pio u g h I n g.. Le ve 111 n g, F e n ce; 
Posts.(LDigginq,;,;^ 
:‘;Rolov3tor. :
TWO BDRM. home, full basement; 
(children and pots welcome; Sidney area, 
$550, Call 656-1743: : : 1446-3
THREE BDRM; unfurnished, no stop 
:(;homo;;Brontwodd ;Bay, Availablp now,:
' $575 p.m: Ldase nvailablo if dosirdd, 
(656-84l9: daym 656-6277,or 727-2705 ; 
-evenings; 1466-4';
ROOM witFFi^ogo^
' $200. Call evenings 650*6881, 1448-3
BATCHELOR APARTMENT lor rent. 
Kitchenette, bathroom. Partly furnishwl, 
$260 per mo, including hydro, Available 
Feb. 1.652-3590. : 14S0-3
Butler Brother^ Suftplies 
r/' 2070 Keating X Bd;
SALES; SERVICE 8c INSTALLATION
BuUen
ONE YR. OLD 3 bdrm,, IVrbaths, largo 
yard, fireplace, close to Sidney, $550. 
658-1.200 or656-4891. 1439-2
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING suite 





FwindaMons f Brassieres • Medie*l and Orthopedic Support!











10134 McDonald Parle Rtoad
ir« til Lavyiiingwers, :
,i Glitiiim.nvs, M(i(t»rt'ycl<?s, etc.
ll«s.qvarna T’ionocr
656-.7714 liri'N MUN
WANTED TO RENF. Garage for storage
and hobby woodworking. 656 0647.
.l3i.7;-2,..;:'' ■-'( -ii..'-'';'






' '.OKANOGAN'.valley: 1,2VV..'4c?afi,"'yiar..^'..'.'.".ONE: OLDER' IJtDV to(llve in as'.f,6m(:,: 
( round creek :* hydro, paved highway: : : Ph«tonto handicapped woman Ih lonely 
” :'.:'som0.. timber. :$26,600.00:.;20%..(down.,::Tktme.vFree rodm.attdbewfdIn,exchange 
$298,.00 monthly, 12% 5 years. Phone '' tor light ci»r« and comfwnion!i.htp. Phone 
<i09)4R6'2a75;{409)'4S64777;' ( r\ift656-5191.> :'::i441'-3'.
FOB ONLY *20 A MONTH
f:L.>
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PEyiNSyLI DiHiCTOIIY
of PHOFISSfOMS, GOODS osid SIRViCES . . .
HeBp
Wanted [ Crafts Miscellaneous For Sale
ra! Sery^ip^
SIDNEY FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO. LTD.
•Fire Extinguishers Sales & Service •Automatic Marine Halon Systems 
•Recharging all types "Hydrostatic Testing
•COz and Dry Chemical Systems for Restaurants and Industry 
Demand the Best,
Call 656-1721
10114 McDonald Park Rd., Sidney, B.C.
AVON
To Buy or Sell
Territories available
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
POTTERY CLASSES, hand building, 




Marine, Auto & Safety Glass 
Window Glass — Mirrors 
Windshields Installed
Insurance Claims Promptly Handled
656-1313
10114 McDonald Park Od.
®otDne •REPAIRS•JEWELLERY BROKERS 
•DIAMOND APPRAISERS
2384 BEACON AVENUE Ph. 656-6012
A VACANCY on the Central Saanich 
Zoning Board of Variance now exists. If 
you are a resident of Central Saanich, 
and would like to be considered for this 
volunteer position, kindly contact F.B. 
Durrand, Clerk/Administrator at 652- 
4444 for further information. 1428-2 
APARTMENT MANAGERS. Responsible
mature couple to manage 24 unit, new 
apartment building in Sidney. Salary 
range $500-5600 per month. Apply to 
Box "B”, The Review, 2367 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney, V8L1W9. 1404-2
MATURE BABYSITTER REQUIRED.
Sidney area starting May, Monday to 
Friday, 7 a.m. - 5 p.m. for 3 month old 
baby your home. Non-smoker preferred. 
Would like some references. 656-2692, 
after 5 p.m. ^ 1401-4
A CHRISTIAN COMPANION for an 
elderly lady. Reply to Box "C" P.O. Box 




ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPING LTD. “ Industrial Area
QUAIIPIED WARRANTEED EUROPEAN WORKMANSHIP FREE ESTIMATES
We will supply TOPSOIL, SHRUBBERY by Contract or by the Hour. 
Complete Landscaping Service and Quality Stonework.




Gerry — 656-0449 
•Specializing in Refrigeration 
• Major Appliance Repairs 
•Microwave Testing for Radiation 
Leaks
•10% DiSCOUNT for Seniors
CANOE COVE 
MARINA LTD.
NARINE ENGINES DIESEL & GAS
Complete Installations
Rebuilding exhaust systems. For 
pleasure, commercial and fishing
-656-5633
74 FORD F250. New rubber on white 
spoked rims. Canopy with smoked black 
glass. Well maintained and in excellent 
condition. $3,200 obo. 656-6596. 1340- 
4
WANTED TO BUY. Wrecked or not 
running British Sports car, or parts. Any 
year, any condition. 4 7 9-917 7. 1361-4
1979 FORD F250, 42,000 miles. 
Excellent condition, $4,500 obo. Trades 
considered. 652-5630. 1420-3
1979 VOLVO Station Wagon, 245 DL, 
one owner, excellent condition, 
automatic, radio, power steering, radials 
etc. Only 32,000 miles city driven. Will 
take older compact station wagon in 
trade. Full price $9,300. Cal! weekends 
orevenings, 656-6466. 3
SACRIFICE PRICE. One owner 1980 
Cougar, XR7. Deluxe, automatic over­
drive, electric seats, cruise control, 
heated rear window, tape deck, radio. 
50,000 Kil. Paid $13,000, 1st one with 
$8,200 takes it. 656-7784. 1429-3
GREAT CAR for university student. '60 
Mazda 1200, 40-45 mpg. Asking $800. 
656-0204. 1431-5
2 NEW 750x16 Michelin Rdials mounted 
on Ford or Chev rims. 652-5630. 1421-3 
1975 JEEP Cherokee. Asking $1,500. 
Phone Aaron, 656-0127 daytime, or 112- 
743-2293 evenings. 1416-4
1973 AMC MATADOR 4 door, automatic 
6 cylinder. Good clean car, $850. 652- 
0473. 1406-3




MONDAY - SATURDAY 
8:00 am - 5 pm
9773 - 5th St. Sidney 
656-5541
TUES.-WED.-THURS. 
GOLDEN AGE DISCOUNT 
ON RENTAL ITEMS
AUBiAUCE






Do you have trees and need a house? 
We have a new versatile portable 
sawmill which can economically con­
vert your limber to sawn lumber and 






Auto Repair Night School
For the do-it-yourself mechanic. 8 
night on tune-ups, electrical, etc.
Starling January ̂ 
479-4G0S or 383-2263
SAOLirS Interior — Exterior
Paper HangingPainting Be 
Decorating Ltd. 658-4487 S5S-S648
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"Big or Small 




EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING. 
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 after 5 
//p.m. "tf
TYPING,my : home. Edit reports, 
manuscripts, etc. Reasonable rates:
.;: 656-4564. ■ 6
J.R.'SHAULINGYand:cleahup.Han- 
•dyman’s Yskills, Ybdd YiobsY reasonable ; 
i ratesYPhone Jim anytime after 5 p.m. at: : 
Y; 479-8494.' ■1290-4a
LICENSED FAMILY daycare has 
openings for i-5 year olds. Handicapped 
children welcome'. Hot lunches provided: 
East Saanich Road/Wallace Drive area., 
652-2472. 1253-3/
EFFICIENT HOUSECLEANER. Will do 
odd jobs as well: References. 656-9462.
/; 13 5 9 -4
r DAY CARE, MY HOME. Ages 2 and older.
! Lunches and snacks provided, fenced 
backyard, cul-de-sac. 656-0031. 1373-4 
RETIRED JOURNEYM7iN“ carpenter.
Reasonable rates: Call Bill, 656-4602. 
,Y/,14 09,''-4'Y//
FRAMING CREW available. Houses, 
renovations, ailtypes of carpentry. 658- 
Y/,5390,;. ■:.■/:■■/■/■/T... ■1394-4
I NEED WORK. No job too small. Will 
provide quality work for reasonable cost. 
14 yrsY experience in additions, 
renovations, new home construction, 
etc, Let me price your next job. 479- 
5292. 1464-5
WILL BABYSIT my home, ages 1-5, on 
quiet cul-de-sac. Reasonable . rates, 
Nutritious lunches land snacks. 656- 
0201.^ ^ ^ / 1434-4
:;/':B©atS;/YY
B.;ilarirs©'
ROADRUNNER boat trailer, heavy duty; 
single axle, 3150 JbY capacity/ $3,000 
riewYasking $2,000./phone Aaron, 656/
: 0127dai^ime; 112-743-2293 eveings. 
1417-4
12Vj- ‘TURNER/CLINKER’ 7%' oars;l
rebuilt; $500. evenings656-6881.1423-;
ED'S BOAT SERVICES//2238 Harbour/ 
:Rd. Sidney, Winter;Special:/Haul,/clean 
and: antifouiYybur = boat/ for/ theYnew; 
boating year, (i.e.) 17 ft: boat, $95; 20 
ft.; $130; 25 ft;, $159, everything/ iri-Y 
eluded, / Also; ask about fiberglass 
reconditioning, Ed, at All Bay: marina, 
656-0153: Res: 652-2333. Y1457-5 ,
IJnemployed 




Plumbing & Heating y
Now Construciion and Repairs.
Spociolizing in Hot Water Heating






PAYROLL HEADACHES? Have your 
payroll calculated 6 computer with 
printed pay slips and T-4's at low cost. 
Shaw Computer Services, 652-1353, .
Tho Sidney Review of- 
ffera FREE CLASSIFIIED 
ADS to those persona 
who are normaliy 
employed but are cur/ 
rently out of work. You 
may advertlae for a Job 
.or for tho sale of your 
own merchandise to 
generate funds. Those 
ads must bo place in 
person at the Review of­
fice. No ads for this 




IMnP llin Y ; discounts for senior citizens Flashing
SEWING/ AND DRESSMAKING. Quick 
and / roasonabio, Experienced/ seam- 
stress will do alterallons and repairs,/ 
also dressmaking, Call Gorllnde/G56-
= 2035,;' ■■■’■■Y ■ -MSa-S'':;,,
/Shoot:Metal, Heating, Venliiatlon and Insulation,, k
Call In al 2168 Koaling Cross Road to discuss your nootls,
0B2«ae24,;//Y/Y










almost all makfls Free focal pick u(i A dalhaiy
JOAN CALLIHOE. cxporloncod mature 
singing toachor, 6S2-4594, Is now ac­
cepting students at Lonn Copeland 
Music Centra. 6524612; Y' 1378-4
>(OW"fO ptATi^OTOTFAlNOI Now
homo Study course. Fast, easy method. 
Guaranteed. For free Inlbrmatlon, writa; 
Studio C0i03Y: Russol A Associates, 
l00Bdtl02 Avenue, Fort St. John, 0,Ci 
VIJ2E2. ■ -^■■'■■-; ■';;■■ ■■■na-2■:
fexpEfilENCEir^1>lARo““ and,,^ recorder
Teacher taking hew students, Ardmore 
area, call Carol Oron at656-l 293 ■■^ -"3 
CLASSiCAL ,G0iT'A»rTai8ori8^jr|.^:,tlitr 
privacy of your own home. 592.-3237 , 
:^:M'54t4 Y'^ .»YT' /:'/,;YY Y^:YY:
i9V$ APPOLLO 10-speod, extensively 
;refitted,only$95.00.656-4073, ; 3
FOR SALEFIREWOOD. $30. a ricki
:Y:'$85.a'cord.652-2529,:-:'v::"
1980 GMC SilRirSTEPSiDE SHOR-
/ TDOX, permashirie, 12,600 rritlos, 305; 
V8 . power brakes, power steering, radio, 




■ phases),: Lise Government grant for 
wood conversion (low cost). Full tractor 
services.'65Z-3802,/''YY'./':'"::■:■'■■;;;,::/; 4.,: 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT "Operator ex­
cavators, backhoes, loaders, bulldozers,; 
rock drill. Class 3 Air Brake, Safety Fuse 
■^ Blastor. 652-0164. Ric. i,'
dJR¥TAKER,'3W'liiancilm cabfm
strip restore old doors - windows. Any 
typo ol labour performed, $5.00 hr. 
Raferances available. 479 5485. 4
ilfFEiiSNCSifiln shoringTiandscaping,
woodsmithing.-Clearing done by hanp. 
■■Y.65fl-1650. .■^■'./:•'■■■;„,/■■■ ,:•.■:■■•■■■ ■.■■■-■■■;■/:■:;;/■ 4^;:
ij(S0RNl?<»li^^ ,
years experience, additions, 
renovations, finishing carpentry, good 
rates. 666-9230. 3
:::'iOTWNlYEA^
Renovations, sundecks, coplete house 
const, reasonable rates, Willing to trade 
work for outboard 10-20 h.p. or? 050-
-■,:6578^;/;Y'""/Y/-;:.YtY. /,.;;Y:.;3/
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. Cedar 
posts and rails. Select tree falling. 656- 
4213. 4387-tf
LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western 
Canada's largest display. Wholesale and 
retail. Free catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre Inc., 4600 East 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K5. 
Phone 299-0666. tf
CHILDREN’S BOOKS, at the Jumping 
Mouse. A great selection of good and 
beautiful books for all ages. Beside the 
Royal Bank on Beacon. 5523-tfn
ATTENTION GOLFERS. Exprt repairs to 
all makes of clubs. Woods refinished,
Irons de-nicked, new grips installed, 
whileyou wait. 652-4917. 1383-2
COLLECTOR PLATES. Order your next 
plate or frame from us and receive a free 
collectibles magazine and a plate 
hanger. Over 400 plates to choose from. 
Write for our, latest newsletter and 
brochurs. Prices are identical to the 
Bradford Exchange. We offer prompt 
and free shipping. Queensbury 
Collectibles, 708 Queensbury Avenue, 
North Vancouver, B.C. V7 L 3V8. Phone 
112-385-1484/ na-2
MEAT BAND SAWS, metal constructed, /; 
bearing blade guides, steak guide, price 
$465.00. Deluxe model $595.00. 
Contact Taylor Ind. Box 1365, Melfort, 
Saskatchewan SOE 1 AO. Phone (306) 
752-4219. /na-2
PLANTS. BULBS, SEED BY MAIL. Hardy 
perennial flowers, herbs, alpines, 
groundcovers, onions, garjic, jerusalem 
artichokes, hyrid poplars. Send stamp , 
for price list. Farleigh Lake Gardens, Box 
128, Penticton, B.C. V2A6J9; Y : na-2 
LARGE WOMEN NEED-HOSIERY TOOl
/For the best selection of large styles and 
/- colours send self-addressed stamped 
envelope to 4356 Marine Drive, West 
Vancouver, B.C. V7LV IPI. Clip this and 
tell a friend. na-2
IYGARAGE:SERVICE JACK 2-ton capacity^
professional type with all controls in one 
long handle, new, never used, cost $ 318, 
selling$200.592-6293.1397-5 ■ 
/YFLOOR - JACK, 4000 pds. capacity,
: compact and Iight /weight;' new; never 
used ;/$ 70.592-6293.1396-5 
HEAVY DUTY hydraulic post hold auger. 
Value $2,500. Will trade for VI. 652- 
5630. 1422:3
JOHN DEERE 66 tractor mower. Very 
well maintained, $750. Exercise bicycle, 
';Yt4.6,^652-1237 Y: /' Y //Y:■::'"/■::Y;-'-;/^-''1430-2;'- 
: PADDLE FANS -— The original fan store, /; 
Wholesale/and Retail. Free catalogues; 
Ocean Pacific Fan Gallery Inc: 4600 East 
/ ■' Hastings Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5 C /
■ 2K5. Phonell2-299-0G66; v. na-tf / 
IMAGES, Handmade arts and crafts on-Y
Beacon, facing liquor store. Compare 
our lowY prices and find something for/ 
everyone. 656-6414: ; 1284-4
: UNDERWOOD SCRI PT0R”“ELECTRIC
TYPEWRrrER,::15" carriage (colon key 
U/S), good condition/ / Offers up to ,
! $150,00. Phone after 5 p/m. 656-6466. ,
■''■/; ■ tfn'Y; ■ ■ ■■'" ' '■' '■■' ''"■■^'' Y^' . ... ' ■■" ''"'■■"
CASH FOR MAJOR"'appliances, Working /
or not. quality reconditioned major / 
appliances: $23.50 service calls to all/ 
makes. D&D Appliances. 381-3122 ,
14 2 7 -5 .■
/ MEN’S "; B00T^ 4Y pair"™ iglit:/
hiking/working; /steel -toe, /size ; lOd,/ 
Brand tiew, $40, Aaron, 056 0127 




STEREO EQUIPMENT and accessories. 
New and used equipment, sale, service, 
and repair. Prices on blank tapes and 
accesories. Trade-ins welcome. Open 
Fridays til 8 p.m. 9785 - 4th St., Sidney, 
656-9458. ' 1413-4
SMALL CHINA CABINET, trable and 2
chairs, bed and chest of drawers. 656- 
9481. 1410-3
KENMORE washer and dryer, harvest 
gold, 24", app. size, good condition, 656- 
0631. 1408-3
TEAK STEREO uWtY custorn“buiIt.
Separate speaker cabinets, Lenko 
turntable, Harmon Kardon tuner and 
amplifier. Must be seen. $650. 652- 
0473, 1407-3
CEILING FAN decorative type, 52”
wooden blades with light fixture. 
Rheostat speed control, upwards flash, 
downward air-flow, new, never used. 
Cost $240, selling $160.592-6293.
1 3 98-5
BENCH GRINDER. 3/4 h.p. industrial
type with 8"xl" wheel, $110; also Vz h.p. 
with 6"x3/4" wheel, $65. Both new, 
never used. 592-6293. 1389-5
COME-ALONG4000 pds. capacity, 13 ft.
cable, new, never used, $128. 592- 
6293. 1395-5
BANDSAW 122” Craftsman, c/w stand,
motor, $300.656-7759. 1438-4
TOSHIBA STEREO for sale and receiver
SA 320 tape deck, record player, two 
speaker cabinet; also for two large dogs,
’ air transportation cages. Call Mike 652- 
0560, bet offer. 1443-3
VANITY DRESSER, (mirror, $70; Dorel
toddler car seat, $15; older radio-phone 
cabinet, $40; baby items. 652-5763.
Y 14 54-2 Y
KITCHEN RENOVATION, complete U-
shape cabinet, bottoms, uppers to be 
removed. Jan. 15th, offers. Continuous 
clean, stove, $150. Mahogany liquor 
cabinet, $55.656-0265. 1447-2
SADAK SHOES for all the family. 50%
replacement on 5 year warranty. Shoe 




RECIPES. WANTED; Send US your 
favorite recipe. To be printed in Van­
couver Island cookbook to be publsihed 
soon: Absolutely no obligation: Prizes for; 
the bst 5/ unusual. Send to Box Z;/c/o 
Sidney Review, 2367 Beacon AVe.,
/Sidney, B.CYV8 L-1W9Y:/r ///::/://:: ■'' ■/■'■'■'■•/■'^";
WANTED TO BUY- Trapline or remote 
prdperty.:V;SeridYinforrhation/ including; 
price to Box 3412, Salmon Arm, B.C.
V0E2T0.
-TRADE/YOUR REAL ESTATE, Aircraft, 
Boats, Heavy Equipment etc: for 2600 
square foot rancher and 46 acres. 
Vendor financing at iow rate;Phone 112- 
748-8840 or P.O. Box202, Duncan, B.C. 
y9L3X3. ■ - na-2
i WANTED:: Quality used stereos. Phone
Peninsula Sound. 656-9458. 9:30 to 
5:30 p.m^1412-4
/WANTED: Canadian silver coins: pre/ Y;
:;i968;/Zither and old/wooden: decoys/’ Y 
656-7759, 1445-4
FLEA MARKET, SANSCHA HALL, every 
Sunday, 9/ • 3 p.m. For info and table 
reservations,/ 656-5316 eves, NEXT 
FLEA market: JANUARY 9th. 751 -tfn 
MARINE HARDWARE, frools, clothes, 
fibreglass / truck canopy,/ fishing gear, 
household articles. 2021 Courser Drive, 





: DENING /in / an//aluminum and glass 
greerihousol Write for free brochure to: 
B.C. Greenhouse Builders, 7425 Hedloy 
/Avenue; Burnaby, B.G.V5:E2R1, : no-2
M iiii11












7117 W. Saanich Rd,
es2Asm
I k”"'
UPHOLSTERING, otc. Jorry Heveol Y
• Guaranloed Cualom Work • Oufliity Fabnes 7fl50,W»llftCO Or./,
ikPromplSarvico •rtfio EiituruticB  0&Z";13w3//'////,/'■







•REPAIRS - SPRINOS, FRAMES, WOOD REFINI8IIING 
•3 STEP UPHOLSTERY & CARPET CLEANING 
• ‘‘SOIL GUARD” FADRIC PROTECTION / - y^
*'Benlor Cititmh
''■;,■: :y'W»Hivic«:
/■■•/ "•-‘/.■■^ ■■/uM.-'iPM i,-:woN ■:.Sxt;.
-/■.■.-■"sfffWHfl imtAmcHmimu"/:''
DEGAS ACCOUST1CAL guitui’ ’Th® 
Dovo”! Best offer with ooEft. 6520560,
■'H44'-3:^ ■■■■■■'■■/■/■;':■■■■■
Sft» NAME AND ADDRESS UB6LS 
15 ,00./ Prlntsd in ouf shop,/Populur 
. Press j Skawnlfiin ^
lake, 0,C. VOR 2W0, Please send 
payment with order.;:/ /;■-! ■-■/■-'■■
......... ,,_..:lSLE'.:WATEIII»BO,0,Pma:
r- C»n Uke tire of all voiii 
: resitfeniial miiisitiro preWems;
We alio tell sand bagi.
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j Wood F Furniture 1 Business Business
1 Heating 1 For Rent 1 Opportunities | Personals
FIREWOOD. Alder, maple and fir, un­
split $80 cord; split $90. Discount on 
volume. Also dry fir, $110 cord. Salt- 
springlsland, 112-653-9240. 829-4/83 
CRACK OF NOON Logging Co. Firewood 
Suppliers, serving Sidney, Brentwood 
and Saanich Peninsula from Saltspring 
Island. Full cords delivered. Alder, split, 




3 Room groups. Bachelor suites, 
individual pieces, hide-a-beds, 















' 1412 White Rd.,




6286 Oldfield Road 
OPEN DAILY, S AM - 5:30 PM 
652-1579
MIST HAVEN Riding Academy offers 
adult and childrens English riding 
lessons, flat and jumping. Well-schooled 
horses provided. Close to Sidney. 
Boarding available. 656-3167.942-4/83
BEST GRADE. 2 nd. cut alfalfa hay. $7.95
per bale, averaging 75 lbs. each. 656- 
5218. 1374-1
BARBER SHOP AND LIVING QUARTERS 
rent $350.00 monthly. Need chair and 
clippers only. Ideal for single person. 
Contact DCan Baker, Box 970, Lillooet, 
B.C.VOKIVO. na-51
FAIR DEAL INVEST $4,860.00. in ex­
change for teh expertise to earn 
$6,000.00. and more per month. 
Investment Refundable! Fair? Phone 
“Briscoe" 112-734-4557. na-52
INCOME TAX. Confused? Pay the least 
taxes possible. Learn by correspon­
dence. Free brochure. Noobligation. U & 
R Tax Schools, 1148 Main Street, 




' REWARD FOR the return of one Tex Tan 
Kenway western saddle, suede seat, tan 
color, some tooling, double rigged; one 
Miller western saddle, dark brown, older 
style, initials “T.C.” carved in back. One 
pair tooled tan sadle bags. Missing 
December 7 or 8. Call 382-2305 . 52
LOST: Gold box link chain. Panorama
Centre or Sidney between Xmas and 
New Year. Reward. Phone656-5095. 2 
LOST: Grey and black Tabby, female cat,




Alex Castillo presents the Draw Winner, Miss S. Nixon of Saanichton 













OUR WINNING SANDWICHES 
“Chicken in a Bun” 






THURS. & FRI. 9-9 
& SUN. 9-6
Absolutely no obligation. Prizes to the best 5 original recipes.
: Air names to be published along with recipes.
Reply to
f Box:Z, Sidney Review, Box;2070, Sidneyv B,Cyy8L;3S5.; :
COUNSELLING .for families and in- 
vidividuals of all ages - serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9815 - 5th St. Sidney. 656- 
1247. tf
SEEKING A WEEKLY SUPPORT
GROUP, coping with 
separation/divorce? Professional 
leadershp, also public monthly info 
meetings. Call Divorce Lifeline 386- 
4331. \  tfn
FOR 10 very unusual original recipes 
from the early settlers send $2.00 and 
self stamped envelope to Box Z c/o 
Sidney REview, 2367 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney, B.C. V8L 1W9. (E.G.) Bread 
made from wood, etc. 1311-13
WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE
Crisis Line, 383-3232. We offer in­
formation, support and referrals. 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. tfn.
SO YOU’VE BEEN watching Huntley 
Street and The 700 Club and you would 
like to attend a Bible Study club. Cali The 
Master’s House at 652-3239. 1370-4
GET SPICEY! Meet a secret new friend 
by mail. Penpal Club for adults. For ree 
information, sned stamp to: Exchange, 
Box 1577, Qualicum, B.C. VOR 2T0. na-2
RACHEL. Tarot card and palm reading. 
Also advice on all problems on ways of 
life, business, health and love affairs. 
Hours, 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. ind. Sunday. For 
appt.38L0426. tfn
CASH FOR MAJOR appliances v/orking 
or not.; Quality reconditioned major 
appliances. $23.50 service calls to all 
makes. D & D Appliances, 381-3122 .
/;'■ 142:6'-5.''/:;''../-' ..
YOUNG LADY needs ridefrom Sidn^ to 
Hillside Mall; and); return, Monday to 
Friday, 9:30 6:00 p)m; Fee negotiable. 




PUERTO VALLARTA from *426®®
LONDON ^•om*589®®
return FARES FROM VICTORIA
SAN FRANCISCO from *219®®
Lbs ANGELES
' TAXES EXTRA- ALL FARES MUST:BE.BOOKED AHEAD; ; :
^ :))■ ;;) CALL FOR EXACT DETAILS .
CANADIAN TALENT PLUS, booking 
agency with magicians, Santa Claus, 
belly-exotic dancers, catering and video 
services for your Christmas and all 
occasions. Parties.384-5556. 1296-4
i^nraoyncenierets
SENIORS [60 OR MORE]. New to Sid­
ney? Don’t know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, activities 
and a warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthaven or call us at 656-5537. tf 
fRT PENINSULA COMMUNITY
ASSOCIATION. 9788 2nd St., is the 
information and Volunteer Service for 
the peninsula. If you need assistance or 
if you wish to volunteer a few hours a 
week to help others in your community, 
please call 656-0134 for further in­
formation. tf
LOW RANGE VOICES WANTED by
Sidney Prospective Chapter of Sweet 
Adelines. If you like barbershop style 
. singing, feel welcome to join our friendly 
group most Mondays, 7:30 p.m. at the 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. Information, 
656-5301 or656-7828 tf
FLEA MARKET, SANSCHA HALL, every
Sunday, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. For info and table 
reservations, 656-5316 eves. 750-tfn 
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at Brent- 
wood Elementary School, Mondays 7:30- 
9:30 p.m. All ages welcome. Further 
info. 652-4580; 652-1531. tfn
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT group 
meets regularly. To join us, help us, or 
just for information, call 656-4842 after 
5 p.m. ^Tn
TALENT PLUS ENTERTAINMENT 
magazine. Coming January, 83. 
Highlights articles on the entertainment 
industry, television films and dramatic 
presentation, including promotional 
stories on artists and their work. Sub­
scribe to Talent Plut Entertainment 
Magazine, only $10 per year. 317-620 
View St , Victoria, V8W1J6. 1308-4
IS OVEREATING creating problems in 
your life? Overeaters Anonymous can 
help you! No dues, no weigh-ins. 
Meetings are Mondays, 8 p.m. at 9788 - 
2nd St., Sidney. 656-2331. tfn
GRANDPARENTS. Are your grand­
children far away? Young mothers non­
profit support group (with Capital 
Families) needs help with child care, I '/z 
hours per week; Patti, 656-6296. 2 ,
LEGION BINGO, Jan. 21, 7:30 p.m. 
Legion Hall, Mills Rd. Admission $1 
includes one card; additional cardSi 
;:):3/$i'.oo,;)'))y;-'')-;);;^---'''):;);).:);)) '=.■))' ;,)■■;.;3),,
SIDNEY F'RESCHOOL (Parent owried ; 
; and operat;^); Openings for 4 yciar olds 
at this time. Info 652-0416; 656-7450 .i;4 ;
PENINSULA SINGERS begin their new 
season jan; 11 . New members cordially 
invited to attend. If you liketosing, want))• 
to learn and have a bass, alto, tenor or 
soprano voice join us at the Legion Hall 
Mills Rd. 7 :15 every Tuesday night. Info ; 
656-0268')-;)^ );>):;)))T;';;iv -■■:7)/,
SIDNEYANDPENINSULAKiwanis2nd‘
annual Valentine’sfDanee. Sat. Feb. 12.
; Dancing to Cash & Friends; 9-l:;a.m. ) 
Dance $7.50);eaich, baron of beef, $2 
) each. Tickets at Sidney’ Bakery and 
Sidney News and Books. 4 ;
CENTRAL SAANICH SENIOR CITIZENS 
) programmed meetings, 1st and 3rd) 
Thurs. each month; drop-ins every 
Tuesday, 2-4 p.m.. Lions Hall, 6994 East 
; Saanich Rd), Saanichton tfn ’
Births
6002 W. SAANICH RD.
iill I',;"!'’:
(JANUARY 13, 14, 15 & 161h)
BIG BOY COOKIES
SWISS HERBAL^: ; ^
VITAM^^
■SUNFl0WER:!SEEDS:i^ib./454g)..;';v;,;;)'^^






))^;■-)■);;;)-/)V;).)).) ■,;■■;■■;' COMEJN ■■&)C0WPARE ■;:;,:)));)));;
TRY OUR HOMEMADE SOUP AND SOYA BURGERS
,^■■SAN0WICHES■.■■:’^.:-.■^V^;::.,^■,
ii MLItEASONABLYPmmi
COX. Mr. and Mrs, Leslie Cox are 
pleased to announce the arrival of twin 
grandsons, James Collier and Stephen 
Andrew on DecemtJer 25, 1982. Proud 
parents are Chris and Joan, Mother and 
boysdoingfine, V 1371-2
GREEN. To Margaret and John Green of 
Nanaimo, a son, Nigel Ivan Cuthbert, 9 
lbs, 4 oz, born December29,1982 in the. 
Nanaimo Regional Hospital. A grandson) 
for Mr. and Mrs, Ivan E, Green of) 
Nanaimo, and Mr, and Mrs. Cuthbert M., 
; Brown of Brentwood Bay))) ) 1415-2" 
CLARK. Born to P^e"and Lo'ma (nee 
Rust), a girl Angela Jean, 7 lb, 13 oz. on)
)■'January■■;))7';,)/il,983);;))) a))))5isjbr)': for))) 
Christopher) Thank5)1o; Dr. Houston, 





LAIDLAW. Archie Lbidlaw bxtbnds) 
sincere thanks to family and friends, Dri,: 
Moftoot and ) district /nurses for the 
kindness and hitontlon shown to my latoj 
■ wRO' ;;;-i'432-2;'
I WISH to" express tnJTs]were gratitudo
to Drs, Moffoot, Walsh, Groves and Mrs, 
Thomsel for their care and friendship 
over tho years of, my)wito's illness, ‘ 
Richard Brown, ; 1414-2
TASTY
I WANGE ECGS MOW IN
GRAY Matthew Francis, 6( Sidney, 
B.C., at homodn January 1.1983. AgfltI ' 
80 years, Ho is survived by his livinB; ); 
wife, May, nephew, Neil, slster-lri-y,
■ Victoria; almast son. Or, Eric Olson, and > 
wife, Rfta, also dear friends and noiBli- . 
tors, Jlrii and DeUy.GtatiV and Bob anti 
Margurite Nicholson, mariy other loving 
friends, Matt was a devoted member of 
; St, Andrew's Parish and its men's club;
T'unuiai wvicu wui held, Vi/ediwsdtiy,
,1 January 5, 1983, at ,11 a m, In St. 
Andrew’s Anglican Church, 9686 Thiid 
Street, Sidney, B,C, Dear friends Rev, 0)
' Fuller and Rpu R Sahtem officiatln(;;
Cremstion. lntermont at Holy Trinity )
) Cemetery.: Afrangemenfs ’ through tliG " ’)i 
Memorial Society of B.C, and Fliit 
Memorial Services., ■. 1403'Z ■ ■;;
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Please tell me how i 
can writs to Mackenzie 
Phiillps. 7 if Tshe 7 is avail­
able, our cornmlttee 
would like to invite her to 
sfjeak 7 to - our student 
body and parents on the 
dangers of drug abuse.
■—C-P-
Vou can make your 
^reauest 7thrdugh -Ms. , Pat 
McGueeny ^ lip North 7 
Ainiont Dg; 7i:os Ange'es.77
Gafit: .9G0d.8v" 7.^7-. 7 7;:: ^
Mackenzie Phinips
STANDING PAT —
Please tell me the name I have a bet on this. — 
of the niece 7 on: “The J,T. 7 y 
-Munste’s.'’7My friend and Marilyn Mu.nster was
played during the first sea­
son by Beverly Ovven a nd 
later by Fat Priests ;
PRE-DYNASTY LINDA 
—- A friend says thaP Lin­
da Evans of “Dynasty’’ is 
the same Linda Evans 
that starred on “The Big 
Valley.” ! say he’s wrong. 
■—s.A..:
r We ail knew Audra Bark- 
lev would have to ■ marry 
into a wealthy family.:, and 
she didthe CarhnQtons.7 
Linda Evans i played both 
parts. Next time; remember 
that union rules forbid two 
actors or actresses to have 
the sa me namet 7 7
RIVERS FLOW — I have 
seen Joan Rivers on“The 
Tonight Show” many 
times and think she is 
just great. Sb6 always
says that she 7 answers 7 
her fan mail and I’d like to 
give her a chance to 
prove it. — P.W.
If you want to give Rivers 7 
a chance to put; herimail; 
where her7 rriouth; is ^write; 
through Rill ;SarrirTieth:;ar7 
Katz-Gallin-Morey, 9255 
Sunset B'vd.," Suite Til 15; ;
' Los -Angeies, Calif; 90069. :7 ;
/'Ask Kate” welcomes, all^, 
■questions,. pertaininqK to - 
tetevision and shdw/busiK
nesa: personalities.:- .,,buh
because of the .volume ioK 
msi! involved.] kpprsonak 
replies are not possible.
7Send your letters: to i Ka te ; 
Woods. United 7 7; Feature; 
: Syndicate. 200; Park Aye^L;; 
Room 602. New; YorkL N/YLr 
; 10166.
on the high seas
Canadian singer Anne 
Murray is gettirig her act 
together and taking it out 
to sea on her special, 
“Anne Murray's Caribbean 
Cruise." airing, Tuesday,; 
Jan. 18 on CBS;
The special, which was 
fiimed aboard a luxury- 
=7 ::. ocean liner, also features 
' country'singer Eddie Bab­
bitt and diet-and-exercise: 
guru Richard Simmons.
“I’ve never been on a 
cruise before and besides, 
’7 7 it’s:-great for a Canadian 
like me to thaw her buns in 
' the Caribbean,” says Miss 
Murray.
;But Vi/hat is an exercise 
expert like Richard Sim­
mons doing oh a TV musi­
cal special?:
Explains Miss Murray; 
‘‘He’s an up kind of guy. 
He’s crazy and that’s what 
the special needs. He has 
the crew bopping up and 
down and . you’ll - be 
surprised, Richard is not a 
; bad singer, either."
For Miss Murray, the spe­
cial represents another 
step up the ladder of 
success.:
7 “I used to try and top, 
myseif in the early days of 
my career. But now I do
Anne Murray
what I think is right and try 
to please myself and my 
fans.
"I’ve got a certain bal­
ance in my life right now. 
Now my family comes first. 
I’d like to try acting, which 
would be a great challenge, 
but I’d be away from home. 
I’m afraid I’ll miss my kids 
growing up."
Miss Murray traces her 
musical longevity to the 
“low profile" she says 
she’s kept.
“My success has come 
inch by inch and since my 
success has come from 
records and radio, people 
are curious to see me live 
or on TV. So I think this 
special will be very suc­
cessful for me."
‘THORN BIRDS’ DATES
— “The Thorn Birds,” the 
nine-hour "ABC Novel for 
Television” based on Col­
leen McCullough’s roman­
tic best-seller, has been 
scheduled to air on four 
consecutive nights, begin­
ning Sunday, March 27. 
The Australian family saga 
stars Richard Chamber- 
lain and Rachel Ward.
GOLDIE SWINGS — 
Goldie Hawn will star in 
“Swing Shift,” a new 
Warner Bros, film directed 
by Jonathan Demme 
(“Melvin and Howard”). 
The film, which begins pro­
duction next month, con­
cerns the influx of women 
into the American work 
force during World War II.
NOW YOU SEE HER — 
Production has started on 
“Portrait of an Invisible 
Woman,” an upcoming 
NBC-TV movie about a 
newspaper reporter
AMAZING GRACE — 
Cheryl Ladd stars in 
“Grace Kelly," an ABC-TV 
movie about the life of ' 
Monaco’s late Princess 
Grace, airing Monday, Feb. 
14. The film also stars 
Lloyd Bridges as Jack 
Kelly, Grace’s influential 
father; Diane Ladd as her 
loving mother, and Ian 
McShane as Prince Rain­
ier, the dashing monarch 
v/ho captured the actress’ 
heart at the height of her 
career.
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By Marie landiorip
Steve McQueen, Karl Malden and Brian Keith 
® starred in a 1966 Western that was loosely based on a 
character created in the Harold Robbins novel '0ie - k 
Carpetbaggers. " The story told of a young man, the 
son of an Indian squaw and a white trapper/} who^ r, 
parents are tortured and killed by three gunmen. He 
sets out to avenge their murders even going as far as .-,■, 
to have himself put into a Bayou prison camp where 
one of the gunmen was sent.
The film was a great success and McQueen was 
well-suited for the role. A few years earlier, he had 
starred in a TV Western called "Wanted Dead or 
Alive," and his image as a tough, mean character was 
boosted by his appearances in both.
Question: Can you name the 1966 Western?
,qi!UJS epeA9f\i,/'J^^^^Y:
MORNING
'“7.00 (5 @ WORLD SPECIAL “Lempad Of 
Bali'7The life and;work of Balinese artist I 
Gusti Nyoman Lernpad, who died in 1978 
at theageof 116. is profiled.
EVENING
9:30® O ZOOKEEPERS A behind-the-
scenes look is taken at the men and women
7 7: 7 who care for and feed the more than 2,000 
rare and endangered animals at Chicago’s 
Lincoln Park Zoo.
11-30 @ @ THE BEACH BOYS AND SMOK- 
EY ROBINSON The popular California 
soft-rock group, best known for their songs 
of surfing and young romance, teams up 
with the soulful former leader of the Mira- 
Y77777 cles for a concert performance of diverse 
musicalstyles.77 7 7^^
® © NEW ENGLAND BEGINS Sam 
7 777; Waterstoh7looks at the lives, tastes and
behavior of the first American colonists 
through their artifacts and writings.
® ® RICH MAN, P(K)R MAN: BOOK I 
Rudy (Peter Strauss), despite the strong 
objections 70f 7 his mother (Dorothy 
McGuire), finally marries Julie (Susan 
Blakely).
EVENING
11:45 ® 7 © - NBA BASKETBALL Portland 
7T;7:Trailblazers vs; Seattle SuperSonics ;
!7Y;(:“y^ning 7 7
7 8:00® © “Fall Of The House Of
Usher” (1958, Horror) Tom Tryon,7 Mar­
shall Thompson. 7.Ba!sed: on the story by 
7 Edgar .Allan Poe. A girl who was buried 
alive by her brother returns to haunt him. 
O . © -kir^ “B..- ;Must Die”; (1973,
Adventure) Darren McGavin. Patricia 
N'eal. Political assassination and business 
turmoil complicate the life of a Hungarian 
living in South America.
® (0 “The Trial Of Lee Harvey
Oswald” (Part 2) (1977. Drama) Ben Gaz- 
zara, Lome Greene; The guilt or innocence 
of the accused presidential assassin is 
determined after an in-depth evaluation of 
events surrounding the case.
9:00 (3 O “The Island” (1980,
Adventure) Michael Caine, David Warner. 
While investigating a rash of ship disap­
pearances in the Bermuda Triangle, a 
journalist stumbles across an isolated, 400- 
year-old colony of pirates. (Parental dis­
cretion is advised)
0) ® -^AiTNew Yort;, New York” (1977, 
Musical) Liza Minnelli, Robert De Niro. 
During the big band era of the ’40s, a dedi­
cated musician finds his devotion torn 
between his music and his songstress wife.
11:00 S) © k-k "Lra Crocs du diable” (1977, 
Drame) Lea Massari, Aldo Sanbrell. 
:Detenu dans un camp de travail pour ses 
idees politiques, un mathematicien s’evade 
a I’occaion d’un accident.
11:300 m ** “Cotton Candy” (1978, Com­
edy) Clint Howard, Charles Martin Smith. 
A group of high school misfits forrh a rock 
band to compete with the school’s estab­
lished band.^ ^ ^ ^
12:05 ® © kkk “Minnie And Mcakowitz” 
(1972, Romance) Gena Rowlands, Seymour 
Cassel. A mismatched couple struggle to 
remain together despite their many differ­
ences.
12:45 (3) © W Hi “la iol du milieu” (1971, 
Policier) Michael Caine, Ian Hendry, Apres 
avoir retourne a sa ville natale a I’occa- 
sion de la mort de son frere, un membre 
d’un gang criminel mene une enquete per- 
sonnelle.
1:00® O k* “Death In Deep WateF’ 
(1975, Mystery) Bradford Dillman, 
Suzanne Farmer, An ex-gangster attempts 
to flee frorii his underworld colleagues and 
seek the protection of anonymity in a lone- 
Iv British seacoast village.
1:35 ® © “The Wiz” (1978, Musical) 
Diana Ross. Michael Jackson. A frustrated
7 ghetto schoolteacher is whisked off to the 
magical land of Manhattan where she 
“eases on down the road’’ with a scare­
crow, a tin woodsman and a cowardly lion
in search of a legendary wizard.
7 3:00 ® 3 kkk "i Card Stud" (1968, West­
ern) Dean Martin, Robert Mitchum. A
: cheater in a poker game is lynched and one 
by one the other members of the game are 
also; killed.
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m News Family Feud The Dukes 01 Hazzard Dallas
Falcon Crest
(8) Soap Fast Company The Dukes Of Hazzard
The Greatest American Hero Falcon Crest
(Tl Creatures Great S Small II Wash. Week Wall St. Wk.
Enterprise | Zookeepers Elizabeth R
ffT) M*A*S‘H Barney Miller Movie: "B... Must Die” News
M*A*S*H M.T. Moore Movie: "The Trial Of Lee Harvey Oswald”
Benny Hill News
(0) Vancouver
Movie: "New York, New York”
SUNDAY
(NBC) SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE
“YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN” (1974) Gene Wilder. Peter Boyle, 
Gene Hackman, Madeline Kahn, Cloris Leachman. Marly Feld­
man, Terri Garr. Classic chuckles courtesy of co-wriler./director 
Mel Brooks. Baron Frankenstein's grandson visits the family’s 
Transylvanian homestead and decides to repeat history by mak­
ing his own living monster.
MONDAY -
(NBC) MONDAY NIGHT MOVIE
“WAIT TILL YOUR MOTHER GETS HOME” {1982) Paul Michael 
Glaser, Dee Wallace, David Doyle. James Gregory. Roie reversal as 
a high' school football coach spends his summer vacation taking 
over .household chores while his wife joins the 'workforce.
TUESDAY
(CBS) TUESDAY NIGHT MOVIE
“ILLUSIONS” (1982) Karen Valentine. Brian Murray, Ben Master. 
A young Arherican designer: becomes involved in international 
intrigue.
WEDNESDAY
(CBS) WEDNESDAY NIGHT MOVIE 
“ANOTHER WOMAN’S CHILD" (1982) Linda Lavin, Tony Lo 
Bianco, Joyce Van Patten, Doris; Roberts, Ron Rifkin, Alba 0ms. A 
woman is torn between her husband and his illegitimate child.
Paul Michael Glaser portrays high school football 
coach Bob Peters — who spent an eye-opening sum­
mer as a househusband — and Dee Wallace plays his 
wife in “Wait Till Your Mother Gets Home,” airing 





7:00 ® O NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 
SPECIAL “Rain Forest” An exploraUon of 
the rich variety of plant and animal life in 
the rain forests of Costa Rica is presented. 
1100(13)0) MUSIC SPECIAL: THE NYLONS 
12:00 (0 @ RICH MAN, POOR MAN: BOOK 
I Tom Jordache (Nick Nolte) returns to 
America to find his son; Rudy (Peter 
Strauss) and Julie (Susan Blakely) learn 




8:00 d) 0 ® O RED FISHER 
9:00® ©NFL TODAY 
9:30 @ O ® 0 NFL FOOTBALL "NFC 
Playoff Game” (Time Tentative)
10:00® ffi FOOTBALL DE LA LIGUE 
NATIONALE Match de demi finaleDemi
finale ___
(® @ SPORTS MEDICINE FOR THE
’80S _____
10:30(1) O NCAA BASKETBALL North 
Carolina Tar Heels at Virginia Cavaliers 
11:00 (S 0 ® 0 WIDE WORLD OF 
SPORTS Scheduled; coverage of the Mol- 
son Kick Boxing matches (from London, 
Ont.); the Louis Riel Race (from Saska­
toon, Sas.); the World Lumberjack Cham­
pionships (from Wisconsin).
AFTERNOON
12:30 @ Q SPORTSWEEKEND Scheduled; 
coverage of the Ottawa International 
Indoor Games (from The Civic Centre in 
Ottawa.); coverage of the Men’s Downhill 
race (from Wengen, Switzerland): and the 
Women’s Downhill race (from Schrunz, 
Austria).
®@NFL’83
12:45 ® 0 NCAA FOOTBALL “East-West 
Shrine Game” (from Palo Alto, Calif.).
1:00 ® 0 ® 0 ® O NFL FOOTBALL 
“AFC Playoff Game” (Time Tentative)
2:00 (ID ® WRESTLING ____
3:00(13) 0) ORIGINAL SIX HOCKEY 
HEROES
4:00 ® © WRESTLING ____ _
® © OUTDOORS UNLIMITED 
Q1)0)SOCCER 
4:30® 0SK1WEST
5:00 ® 0 NHL HOCKEY Calgary Flames
at Quebec Nordiques ____
(1) © LA SOIREE DU HOCKEY Les Nor- 
diques de Quebec recoivent les Flames de
Calgary ,
® O PBA BOWLING Coverage of the 
$135,000 Miller High Life Classic (from 
Anaheim, Calif.).
®© WRESTLING 
5:30 ® 0 ISLAND SPORTS REPORT
EVENING
6:00 ® © HULA BOWL From Aloha Stadi­
um in Honolulu, Hawaii.
(13)0) SPORTS PAGE 
11:30 ® ® SPORTSLINE
MOVIES
MORNING
7:00® @ “Range Defenders” (1937, 
Western) Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan. 
The Mesquiteers help clear up a feud 
between sheep ranchers and cattlemen.
AFTERNOON
2:00 O (D “Vacation Days” (1947,
Romance) Freddie Stewart, June Preisser. 
A high school romance flowers during the 
summer.
3:30 (S 0 -k-kVa “Lucan” (1977, Adven­
ture) Kevin Brophy, Stockard Channing. A 
young man raised in the wilderness by pre­
datory animals strikes out on his own in 
search of his identity.
4:00 CZ) O “The Disappearance Of
Flight 412” (1974, Mystery) Glenn Ford, 
Bradford Dillman. When two jets tracking 
a UFO mysteriously vanish from the radar 
screen, an Air Force colonel Hnds that the
SPECIALS
AFTERNOON
4:00® O ADVENTURES IN HISTORY 
“The Machine Age” A rookie policeman is 
sent to rural Quebec to apprehend an 
alleged criminal who turns out to be a run­
away from a local orphanage. (R)
EVENING
7:30® O SUPER SHOW: ANNE MUR­
RAY’S CARIBBEAN CRUISE Anne Mur­
ray takes a musical holiday cruise aboard 
the S.S. Norway with special guests Eddie 
Rabbitt. Richard Simmons and Jose Luis 
Rodriguez.
9:00® Q CELEBRITY DAREDEVILS 
Burt Reynolds, Jim Nabors, LeVar Burton 
and Elke Sommer are among the movie 
and TV stars performing a variety of dar­




7:00 I 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
NHL Hockey Cont’d J. Ferguson Rock 'N Talk Current Affairs
Performance : Wayn.-Shus.
(D Hockey Cool'd La course autour du monde NoirsurBlanc ,
ACommuniquer Telejournai -
Memories With LawrenceWelk T.J. Hooker Love Boat
Fantasy Island 2
Hula Bow! Cont’d Ditf. Strokes
Silver Spoons Entertainment This Week:;;;; : JT
(D Bizarre Circus Movie: "The Ouest"
Trapper John,M.D.
(7) Donahue Bring ’Em Back Alive Movie:"Hooper’'
fsl Dili. Strokes Circus Movie: "Hooper”
The Jeffersons' ;
(T) National Geograp hie Special The Cousteau Odyssey The Galaxy
Two Ronnies Movie: "Pot 0’ G )ld'
rm Buck Rogers Movie: “Hud"
Movie
11^ The Avengers Streets Of San Francisco
Movie: "A Night To Remember”
@D Movie: "Bedtime Story" Love Boat :
Fantasy Island ;
government is strangely quiet about the 
matter.
(3 (0 “When The Boys Meet The 
Girls” (1965, Musical) Connie Francis, 
Harve Presnell. To raise money a ranch is 
transformed into a musical dude ranch.
EVENING
7:00(13) © kkk “Bedtime Story” (1964, 
Comedy) Marlon Brando, David Niven. 
Two gigolos vie to see who is the best in 
their profession.
8:00® © ★★ “The Quest” (1982, Adven­
ture) Perry King, Noah Berry. Four Amer­
icans are summoned to a Mediterranean 
kingdom where they learn that each has a 
chance to inherit the throne.
® © ★★★ “Hooper” (1978, Comedy) 
Burt Reynolds, Jan-Michael Vincent. A 
professional movie daredevil regarded as 
“the greatest stunt man alive” jeopardizes 
his romance and risks his life in planning a 
spectacular car leap. (R)
(O © “Hud” (1963, Drama) Paul
Newman, Melvyn Douglas. A young boy is 
torn between love for his free-living uncle 
and his grandfather.
9:00® 0 “Hooper” (1978, Comedy)
Burt Reynolds, Jan-Michael Vincent. A 
professional movie daredevil regarded as 
“the greatest stunt man alive” jeopardizes 
his romance and risks his life in planning a 
spectacular car leap. (R)
02) ® kkk “A Night To Remember” 
(1958, Drama) Kenneth More, Ronald 
Allen. The “unsinkable” Titanic goes down 
on its maiden voyage as a nearby freighter 
stands by, unaware of its crisis.
10:00 ® @ “Pot O’ Gold” (1941, Come­
dy) James Stewart, Paulette Goddard. A 
young boy convinces his radio star father 
to give members of a band a chance to 
perform on his radio program.
10:30(0 © kk “Phantom Of The Rue 
Morgue” (1954, Mystery) Karl Malden, 
Patricia Medina. A psychopath and his 
fiancee commit a series of murders.
11:15 (!)©★★% “Retour a la bien aimee”
11:30® .© kkk “White Heat” (1949, Dra­
ma) James Cagney, Virginia Mayo. A ruth­
less killer turns out to have an Oedipus 
complex.
12:00® © kkM, “Bud And Lou” (1978, 
Biography) Harvey Korman, Buddy Hack- 
ett. Abbott and Costello become one of 
Hollywood’s best-loved comedy teams.
12:05(S 0 ★★★ “The Brothers Karama­
zov” (1958, Drama) Maria Schell, Yul 
Brynner. A man is unjustly convicted of 
murdering his father.
® ® “The Eiger SancUon” (1975, 
Suspense) Clint Eastwood, George Kenne­
dy. A former hired killer is lured from his 
job as a college professor to perform a 
mountain-top assassination.
12:30 ® 0 kk "Return To Macon County” 
(1975, Drama) Nick Nolte, Don Johnson. A
race car driver and his mechanic run into 
some unexpected trouble while traveling , 
through a Southern rural area.
1:00(1) © “Sept morts dans les yeaz d’un 
chat”
® 0 “My Name Is jNobcdy”
(1974, Western) Henry Fonda, Terence 
Hill. An aging gunfighter hoping to retire 
into anonymity is thwarted by an arrogant : 
young drifter who has other plans. '; )
1:30 ® ® kk “Battle Of The Worlds”
(1961, Science-Fiction) Claude Rains, Bill : 
Carter. The world faces destruction unless 
an eccentric scientist can divert a planet 
from its collision course.
2:00® © ■*% “The Wrath Of God'’;(1972^. j; ;« 
Adventure) Robert : Mitchum;> Rita, Hay- v ' 
worth. A hard-drinking, gun-toting ex- 
priest joins up with a band of Latin Ameri- ; 
can rebels. ' , „
2:35 ® © kkk “My, Name.Is Nobody’’
(1974, Western) Henry Fonda,-.Terence^ : - 
Hill. An aging gunfighter hoping to retire ■ 
into anonymity is thwarted by an arrogant r 
young drifter who has other plans.
Outstanding. 
Eiccellent. . 
Very Good . 
Good . .
Not Bad . . 





10:09® © FOOTBALL DE LA UGUE 
NATIONALE Match de demi-finale.
® © © 0 ® 0 NFL FOOTBALL 
"AFC Semifinal Game” (Time Tentative) 
® Q NCAA BASKETBALL DePaul Blue 
Demons at Louisville Cardinals
AFTERNOON
12:30 ®0 NFL TODAY 
1:00 (2) O ® © NFL FOOTBALL “NFC 
Semifinal Game”
4:00 © ® NFL WEEKLY MAGAZINE 
® © SPORTS AMERICA “Pinch Scott 
Men’s 35-Plus Invitational” Tennis playere 
competing in this event include Bob Lutz, 
Stan Smith, Rod Laver and Roy Emerson. 
53) ©SPORTS PAGE 
5:00 ® © SUPER SOCCER
EVENING
11:15 ® ffi SPORT DIMANCHES 
11:30 ® 0 SPORTSLINE
MOVIES
AFTERNOON
12 00 O © kk “Abbott And CosteUo Meet 
The Killer, Boris Karloff’ (1949, Comedy) 
Boris Karloff, Garry Moore. While acting 
as amateur sleuths, the boys are nearly 
murdered. .
1:30® 0 kkk\i “Thoroughly Modem 
Millie” (1967, Musical) Julie Andrews, 
Carol Channing. A pair of newcomers to 
New York catch their landlady running a 
white slave ring.
2:00 ® @ *•* “Murder On Flight 502 
(1975, Suspense) Ralph Bellamy, Polly 
Bergen. A maniac stalks the passengers on 
a trans-Atlantic jet with murder on his 
mind.
(n) © “The Hunted” (1974, Drama)
Michael Hinz, Lee Remick.
(S) © kkk ‘Taney Pants” (1950, Come­
dy) Bob Hope, Lucille Ball. A dignified 
man brings culture to the Indians.
4:00® © ★★★ “Sail A Crooked Ship” 
(1962, Comedy) Robert Wagner, Dolores, 
Hart. A man becomes involved with 
thieves who plan to steal his ship and sail 
to Boston.
EVENING
8:00 05) ® Aik “Pretty Maids AU In A 
Row” (1971, Comedy) Rock Hudson. Angie 
Dickinson. A high school guidance coun­
selor, the idol of a bevy of teen-age beau-, 
ties, appears unaffected when a number of 
cheerleaders are murdered.
9:00® ©■*★★★ Young Frankenstein” 
(1974. Comedy) Gene Wilder, Peter Boyle. 
A noted brain surgeon returns to his fami­
ly’s ancestral home in Transylvania to 
claim his inheritance and continue his 
grandfather’s experiments. (R)
(S) © *★ “Strange Case Of Dr.
And Mr. Hyde” (1968. Horror) Jack 
Balance, Leo Genn. An experimenter 
attempts to separate and study the forces 
of good and evil by becoming a totally evil
EVEMNG;:;,
800 ® 0 ® 0 LIFE IS A CIRCUS, 
CHARLIE BROWN Animated. Snoopy, 
stricken with a bad case of puppy love, 
runs away and joins the circus to be near 
; the poodle of his dreams. (R)
: 9:00 (S O ® 0 ® 0 AMiShICAN 
V MUSIC AWARDS Mac Davis, Aretha 
> Tranklin and Melissa Manchester host the 
annual ceremony honoring performers in 
fpop-iwk, country and soul music (from the 
Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles, Calif.). 
10:30 (S '■ 0 ZOOKEEPERS A behind-the- 
scenes look is taken at the men and women
who care for and feed the more than 2,000
• rare and endangered animals at Chicago’s 
Lincoln Park Zoo.
11:00 ® 93 a)MMISSAHIAT&l (DEBUT)
f v^AFTERNOON; ;:'^
l oo di! ffi “Bitter Victory’V(1958, Dra­
ma) Richard Burton, Curt Jurgens. A_Bru- 
^ major receives a medal for a mission 
he did not reallv complete. ^
2:30 ® © "Le retcar du grand ;
blond”; (1974, Comedie) Pierre Richard,
Mireille Dare. Un violon'iste de concert est 
innocemment mele a une machination qui 
ie transforme malgre lui en super-espion. .j 
3:00 © 0 “A Ticklish Affair” (1963,
Comedy) Shirley Jones, Gig Young. The 
; widow, of a Navy man becomes involved 
: i wh the service again after her son sends 
an SOS me.ssage.
■EVENING-:
8:00 ® © >wW“Howard Hu^”,(2e) 
(1980. Biographic) Tommy Lee Jones, Ed 
Flanders Howard Hughes met sur pied la 
: “Hughes Aircraft Company”, et a la fin de 
la Seconde Guerre mondiale, il devient 
;;. milliardaire. :
® © kkkk “A Fsmny Thii^ HaRwad , 
(te The Way To Tbe Franm” (1966, Musi­
cal) Zero MosteL Phil SUvers. In ancient 
Rome, a clever slave plots a hilarions ai^ 
rather ingenious means of escape from his ■ 
master. : .
(jD © “QB Vir (Part 1) (1974,
Drama) Ben Gazzara. Anthony Hopkins. 
An American author accuses a PoUsh-bom 
doctor of being a war crimiaai.
9:00 (I) ® ® © “Wait TiH Y«ir B&Umt 
Gets HtHse” (Premiere,; Comedy) Paul 
Michael Glaser, Dee Wallace. .A high 
school football coach becomes a househus- 
band for the summer when his wife takes , 
her first job in 15 years.
11:30 (0 © *■*•% “Gffisfi^ Lj Afcifeae” 
(1967. Western) Bobby Darin, EmHy 
Banks. Abilene’s sheriff who lost his nerve 
during the Civil War returns and is per­
suaded to resume his job.
12:05 ® O “El CtsKtor” (1970. We^- , 
em) Jim Brown, Lee Van Cleef. A chain 
gang eseap^ and a white Apache leader , 
head for Mexico to steal a million-do'lar 
fortune in gold.
1:35© e *’<r “Hands Of Tbs PJpper” 
(1971; Horror) Eric Porter. Jane Merrow.
■ A doctor discovers that his patient is the 
daughter of “Jack the Ripper.” -
2:30 ® © “Ldly Madtsma’' (1973. 
Drama) Rod Steiger, Robert Ryan. A feud 
erupts when the Gutshalls and ihe Featfe- 
eis. modern-day moonshiners, lay claim to 
the same parcel of land- : i
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Good. . . . 
NotBad . . 
Fair . . . - 
Poor . . . .
MovieRatin^
;■ rase his son? ■
22 What w^ WiB Glee’s Sratnanie as the 
grandfather ^
on
5; Whatis the fantiiy’s name on
o'-:: ^. 2
6. Who played the title role m 
72 Who the briprsal host of "KitkAre r^^
People Too"7 _
Wtatls Schneider’s first name on "cflie
9. What was Mary’s last riame on ' The
STTNDAY EVENING 2 ^ January 16,1983
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
10:00 10:30
(Tl Beachcombers Super Show F.P.Chal. 2 Empire, Inc. : Market Place : Man Alive ;/-;
(Tl Met.Bou.-Do. Les Beaux Dimanches Le Telejournai Les Beaux Dimanches Les Beaux Dimanches . 2 2 :2:; ;
(Ti Riolev's Believe It Or Not! Matt Houston
Celebrity Daredevils 2 :; 2 ;:;5’ :
Tl Vovagers! CHiPs
Movie: “Young Frankenstein”
m II Takes Two The Jeffersons Archie Bunker Gloria Quincy
W5
(Tl 60 Minutes Archie Bunker Gloria
The Jeffersons | Alice Trapper John, M.0.2
(T That’s Incredible Matt Houston Quincy
W5
(91 Del. Balance Old House Life On Earth
Masterpiece Theatre Body In Question
(IT) Solid Gold Laugh Trax Probe Contact; 60 Plus
Collage :
Streets Of San Francisco Movie: “Pretty Maids All In A Row”
60 Minutes
60 Minutes CHIPS
Movie: "Strange Case Of Dr. Jekyll And Mr. Hyde": : 2
EVENING
9:00 ® 0 IN SECURTTY A de^meni 
store employee (Annie Potts) panics when 
■ she receives a promotion that makes her
chief of the store’s security force.
A gunman survive hanging and fights tor 
justice in the Old West.
12:05 (I) 0 "Use l£ss«iri Breaks
(1976. Westem) Marion Brando. Jack 
Nichoison. .A flamboyant hir^ gunm^ 
stalks the headwaters of the Misenri Riy-s 
er in Montana to drive off a gang of horse 
thieves. ; -
1:35 ® O *** “fhe Man Wfes Seed 
Down Everest” (1976. .Adveature) Doo^ 
roentary. In tS70. Japanese athlete Vtsir 
chiro aBura skis the Win-Id’s highest tn-osc-
V tain. ■■ ;
2:30® © ★•* “Ifiifcr Tec Fla^^lSSO, 
Adventure) Van Heflin. Claries LaugnttsL:
A German ship cleverly using v^oos t^
ships to surrender.
person. _
11-30® kkk “LeTrou” (1959, Drame) 
Philippe Leroy, Jean Keraudy. Quatre 
detenus de droit common, enfermes dans 
la meme cellule a la prison a Prais, deci- 
dent de tenter I’evasion.
® O "March Or Die” (1977, Adven­
ture) Gene Hackman, Max von Sydow. An 
archaelogist digs for Arab treasure in the 
Moroccan desert while a hard-headed 
major tries to control a young legionnaire 
with romance on his mind.
(X) © kkk “Gnafl^t At The O.K. Cor­
ral” (1957, Western) Burt Lancaster, Kirk 
Douglas. Wyatt Earp and Doc Holliday 
meet the Clantons in a shootout in Tomb­
stone, Arizona, in 1881.
® “Thuraday’s Game” (1971,
Comedy) Bob Newhart, Gene Wilder. Even 
after the Thursday night poker game is 
discontinued, a pair of married men still 
insist on their “night out with the boys.”
12:05© & kk^A “Sometimes A Great 
Notion” (1971, Drama) Henry Fonda, Paul 
Newman. An Oregon logging family devise 
a way to deliver a large order on schedule 
when strikers sabotage their equipment.
(I) © kkk “Hit” (1973. Adventure) Bil­
ly Dee Williams, Richard Pryor. A black 
federal agent bitter over his daughter’s 
death sets out to trap the gang of French 
drug smugglers he believes to be responsi­
ble. \ ~
12:15 ® © kk “I^spke” (1975. Drama) Tony 
Curtis, Anjanette Comer.
EBimSiBy Steve K. Walz
SCOOPS — Are you ready for this? The USSp has 
expressed interest in hosting the Miss Universe Pageant 
this year or next. The Russians have never sent a repre-- 
sentative to the pageant, but it looks as if they'd like to 
get in on the bourgeois fun after all... Danny Thomas 
and Sid Caesar will team for a sitcom to be shown on 
ABC next fall. The storyline concerns two elderlyvformer
business partners, 'who, through a strange sequence of 
events, inherit grandchildren,
TELE-FUCKS — Albert Finney, vvho has played the 
title roles in "Tom Jones” and:‘‘Luther’’;ahd portrayed 
Daddy Warbucks in ‘“Annie,’’ will headline in another :TV 
adaptation of the life of Pope John Paul ll.;.;‘‘The Girls 
of Starkwater Hall, " a pilot film produced by Leonard 
Goldberg, is in development at ABC...
2v'-i;:AFTERNOON:::v.::;:
i-00 ® 00 “Hrasters Of Tbe Wl^
(1974, Adventure) Documentary. A wmte 
man. Stuart Pringle, devotes nearly:20 
years of his life to an on-I«aUon study o*
; territorial Africa. -Lj. ,.«■»-
2:30 ® m A-A*“EIq)hant (I93i, 
Drame) Sabu. Walter Hudd. Un jeusegr- 
: • con prete son concours lors d’une expedi­
tion de chasse aux elephants.
3:00 © ® "A Thmwfer Of Itenim"
■(1981- Western) Richard Boone, 
Hamilton; A seasoned captain of the U S. 
2 Cavalry rides hard on a gpen, young lieu-
. tenant just out of West Point.
EVENING
^ 8 (Hi (S ® ‘•Pleasure PalMs” (1380.
; Drama) Omar Sharif, Victoria Princi|^ 
An internationally renowned gambler aids 
a beauUful Las Vegas casino owner whose 
establishment is threatened by a syndicate
QD ® ★★★%“QB VH” (Part 2) iim. 
Drama) Ben Gazzara. Anthony Hopkins. 
A n American author accuse a Polish-bom 
doctor of being a war criminal.
9-00® © 0 © “lUasioBs” (Premiere. 
Suspense) Karen Valentine, Brian Murray. 
A young American designer t^es over her 
husband’s sales job to investigate repo^ 
that he died in a mysterious plane explo­
sion off the coast of France.;^ ^ 
i 211-30 (S) © ^*“Tbe Eaagei Man" (1974, 
Drama) Steve Forrest. Cameron MitcheU.
TUEa>AY EVENING/
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By Stave K. Welz
Former Los Arigeles Ram
star Jeff Severson, who
Hee HafTisen (‘‘Thru's 
Company”) around Holly-; 
wood, has landed a pivotal 
role on Showtime’s aciuit 
soap “A New : Day in 
;Eden:”;;:y2 : ; :f;; 2:;:
RINK ACTION — Ori 
Monday, Jan^ 17.; US A 
ari NHL contest fronr the 
; Boston Gardw pitting tfe 
Boston Bruins; against the 
Minnesota North Stars. The
Bruins feture ^ring sen­
sations Ricki^^ddislon 
2 arid Beny Peder^n. whBe 
the NiXth^TS are led by 
hot riDokfe Brian Bellows 
^d goalie GBles Meloche.
KCAA FARE—- CBS will
day.: Jari. a with ysfest Vir­





TOP WOMEN 2^ Wen- 
tier who are the meet fre­
quently seen seen;women 
spcrtscasters on Vse 
ma|Gr networks? Here's a;
partial Bst:
tey (CBS. horse racing): 
Donna DeVarona (NBC. 
swarunmg); Peggy Fiem-
ia g^ {ABCtT'skating) ; : 
Pftyill* 6e<»98 (CBS, 
•'NFL Tdda/?ff Catty 
by:?CA8C k:-gymn3Stks};;
Ciina Nyad -
^mrng.: fna'athes;); Anne; 
;Simoa(ABC.? ccliege,; 
fcotb^); 1 Wade
(CBS2 tefw's): ssidJHasay 
. llanttaS■.NSC;:'; 
tics). ;’; ""v :i
has retajr^:.ttfe:22v^o; 








In wc»raen*5 sports, the net- 
wS ;;tele<KSt 
;hoek£y2






2419 Beacop Awe., Sidneif 656-3924
i
mm'>[ ' > 
v^r^-
PLEASE NOTE RECpi PRICE REDUCTION on this elegant 2600 
^ + sq: ft. Tudor set on a higir sunny acre. This beautifully designed home 
■ 'offers sunken living, room with heatilator fireplace; Cedarcraft windows'and 
■doors;:intercom;.built-in vac; chute; three pc. baths; planked sun-
; : deck and extensive use of brick inside and out: DO NOT DEIAY.- Call for an. 
' vappointment.to,view; 61863 , : ' ■ ■
OPEN HOUSE 
2378 MARVETTE PL.
SAT. JAN. 15 - 2 - 4 P.M. j
: Behind::Blue Waters Gbndos. iFollow:signs front: Lochsibe ibrive.! SUPER . 
DUPER'Tiyear old 3. bedroom .3/balhroom, home in immaculate condition.. ; 
T/IUST BE SEEN. 0FFERS:bN $82,500. MLS 66771
656-3924 ; ANNE NORBURY 656-2376
DEAN PARK ESTATES 
NEW HOME
Approx. 2100 sq. ft. of living space in this contemporary 3 BR split level I 
: design. Features include Jacuzzi tub in ensuite, intercom throughout,: Iiv. J 












LIFE IN THE FAST LANE GOT YOU DOWN?
Consider The benefits that will bo1yours:,wilh: the purchase "of this woll 
situated hobby farnr:: Highliohts.include .4.7,clearod'6crfiS with young pro- 
, ducing oichard plus a terrific pooplo oriented honio complote witti fireplace 
in master bodroomi hugo games room and spacious 3 bedroom in-law suito; 
." MOVE TO THE'.GOOD LIFE, CALL TQDAYTOR AN APPOINTMENT TO VIEW; 






K'-. ; 3 bedrooms 3 bathrooms oacli side in this oxocutivo style non.strata duplex 
. with single, garage each side, An excellent nuy lor two couples who wish to 
' own Ibolr: homo, Make qri ollor On tho tist price ol $150,000, MLS 60767
656-3924 JOHN HOPPER 656-4606
9958 SWIFTSURE 
SUN. JAN. 16 - 2 - 4 P.M.
Follow thf', signs from Resthaven Dr: to this easy care one level 3 bedroom 
iiorne Inmxcolieril dondillon; Located In'a quiet cul-de-sac close lo SIdnoy.: 
Four appliances and drapes Included, Ollors on $77,000. MLS 65704
656-3924 r ^ WALLS 656-4891
656-3924 ANNE NORBURY 656-2376
^11509 DAWSON WAY
m. m. 15:--;2:.-..:,4;;P.M.'i;";;..
.T; .; :1 r,; Fob signs from Landsnnd Rd,
182TT: WATERFRONT'MncredIblo views ol ocean and islands irtrm this 2 
:‘";yoar old 3 bedroom homo siliJated on .9 acre in exciu5ivo,:sunny area oLt 




; isitualbd in a quiet area yet clbsBUoiali arTonitiesLi;^^^^^
OR
3 BEDROOM RANCHER
3, bedroom Rancher on 2.5 |cresL Sweeping views, orchard 
rand^gardenvspace^.-::''
(or more inlorrnation on lha above,
656-3924 ANNE NORBURY 656-2376
WTi i'
L t j| 7 *, 1,1* J I ,
Kn-r.” i iv\!U f„’/i It a,*.', ' i". ■■
»t . . , I..L.
tomW%!W3liyy\y „,
,1(1, ',,'1 , t. , .cT«'< ,'t • r
Panoramic valley Views from this conterhporary home. Ex*; 
cellent accommodallori for the growing family, tits of room
■'.for .expansion,": '■■."T'':
656-3924 T
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